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1  Introduction 
In the past few decades, daily life has changed immensely to adapt to the 
growing place of computers in society. Historians have been slow to catch 
up in this new medium, retaining many habits from the predigital age in the 
present: the main forms of output are still the journal papers and books – 
monographs - although almost entirely digitally generated and mostly 
distributed as digital files, as PDF’s or eBooks. In a way, the computer is 
mainly used as a rather expensive paper simulator.  
  Not just the paper form has largely remained intact, but the idea of a 
linear narrative as the primary way of conveying history has also survived the 
transition to the digital. This development is not without criticism, however, 
with articles openly asking the question whether there is a future for 
academic historiography beyond the paper monograph.1 
 The constraints of the paper simulation lead to an ever-growing gap 
between the tools at the disposal of the historian and the final product of his 
labors. In a world with lightning fast dynamic databases, zoomable, clickable 
and content-enhanced maps and a myriad of tools to make notes, 
annotations and mind maps, smart citation databases and image processing 
tools the flat text resulting from all these tools seems like quite a step in the 
wrong direction.   
  Perhaps even more worrying is the growing gap between history as 
presented in mass media and popular culture and the day-to-day academic 
practice. Whereas the 19th century layman could graduate from casual, 
entertaining books such as Treasure Island and the Count of Monte Christo 
to more serious works on piracy in the Age of Sail and the nobility during 
the French Revolution, the modern media consumer has his historical 
                                            
1 Ann Rigney, ‘When the Monograph is no Longer the Medium’, History and Theory (2010) 
100–117. 
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imagination shaped not only by books, but also by digital media, such 
computer games that allow to simulate and relive important historical 
movements of the past, often set in a content-rich environment that relies 
heavily on the output of professional historians. On a more serious note, 
mass media outlets have begun to present complex stories of the past in 
rich, scrollable environments replete with soundbites, images and film 
clips.2 
 With the new possibilities of the digital era come the same problems 
that plague society at large. Many blue- and white-collar jobs in the service 
industry disappeared in the information age, leading to an erosion of the 
middle class and a redistribution of wealth in society favoring the ultra rich. 
The most important commodity, information, is treated as free: users 
download freely, but also give up huge quantities of personal data without 
any recompense, largely to the profit of a few big companies, or Siren 
Servers, such as Google, Facebook and Amazon. In the specific case of the 
academic world, a large mass of researchers contribute content to academic 
journals without compensation, only to be resold to their own universities 
by a small and shrinking number of publishers, such as Elsevier, Wiley and 
Springer. Supported by taxpayer funds, this leads to a massive transfer of 
public wealth to privately held corporations.3  
Jaron Lanier, who wrote the dismal diagnosis above, stresses the 
need for a new, digital humanism: a system of creating and transmitting 
information that isn’t weighed towards a few Siren Servers, but to the 
contributors – the individual humans that create and maintain content.4  
What Lanier calls the humanistic pursuits – writing, editing, publishing, 
composing and performing music, creating (photographic) images or 
                                            
2 Such as the groundbreaking production “Firestorm” 
http://www.theguardian.com/world/interactive/2013/may/26/firestorm-bushfire-dunalley-
holmes-family (accessed 24/11/2014) or, more pertinent to historians, the Wall Street Journal 
production “The Lobotomy Files”, about lobotomized World War II veterans. 
http://projects.wsj.com/lobotomyfiles/ (accesses 24/11/2014). 
3 Jaron Lanier, Who Owns the Future? (New York: Simon & Schuster 2013) 7–18. 
4 Ibid., 233. 
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uploading images of drawings and paintings – should be governed by an 
intricate network of ownership and payment in which access and royalties 
are controlled by the creators, and not by a few big companies.  His work is 
by no means new; the future of writing, the problem of copyright and the 
inclusion of multimedia were already a point of discussion as soon as the 
first machines capable of editing text emerged in the early 1960’s and 70’s. 
Computer developers “present at Creation” immediately set to work defining 
the limits and possibilities of representing data in a digital context, 
including historical facts, figures and commentaries. He centers his thesis 
around the work of Ted Nelson, perhaps the earliest and most influential of 
these early theorists, chiefly known for his description of the concept of 
hypertext, the guiding idea that’s behind all major programming languages 
and principles of operation of the Internet. 
  Nelson is part of a trinity of sorts of early computer pioneers: working 
more or less in succession, Vannevar Bush (1890-1974), Douglas Engelbart 
(1925-2013) and Theodor Holm – Ted - Nelson (1937) all sought to ameliorate 
the way information is stored, retrieved and presented by digital means. 
Engelbart designed the general architecture of the personal computer and 
the principles of windowed operating systems and Nelson the basics of the 
Internet. Tying them together is the work of Bush, who came up with the 
idea of electronically linked information. In the general history of 
computing and the journals of computer history Bush, Engelbart and Nelson 
are almost always grouped together5, but mostly related to the development 
of the computer as a machine or, especially, on their views on the basic 
architecture of the Internet, and not on their ideas on writing and 
publishing or, more generally speaking, the humanist pursuits. This is 
exactly the question this paper seeks to answer: how can the theories on 
writing history of a lineage of theorists - Vannevar Bush, Douglas Engelbart, 
                                            
5 For an extended review of the connections, see: Henry Oinas-Kukkonen, ‘From Bush till 
Engelbart: “Slowly, Some Little Bells Were Ringing”’, IEEE Annals of the History of 
Computing 29 31–39. 
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Theodor Holm Nelson - in computing history, developed during the post-
war emergence of the digital computer, be interpreted in 21st century 
Humanist tradition in the United States?  
 The literature on these three men is somewhat different than the 
ordinary secondary sources. Computer scientists have other interests than 
historians. To borrow a phrase from one of them, the original texts of the 
developers are read as images of potentiality, 6  meaning that they are 
interpreted to explain current technologies or to develop new ones. Instead 
of a retrospective outlook, these texts are by and large prospective, looking 
ahead instead of to the past. This approach quickly leads to finalism and 
dubious, anachronistic claims, with many a  ‘forgotten prophet of the 
internet’ claimed by journalists and authors that wield the historical record 
with a light touch. One source even goes as far as tracing hypertext 
principles in the poetry of Chaucer!7 This reverse prophesizing leads to a 
corpus in which the influences, antecedents and other biographical data of 
the authors are mainly framed as introductory or auxiliary notes to a 
discussion of the technicalities of contemporary or future systems. Out of 
these varied introductory and auxiliary biographies the narrative of the three 
pioneers is reconstructed, but this time explicitly not with the intent of 
finding inklings of prefigurement of the present and the future, but to trace 
the antecedents, leading necessarily to a highly narrative history.  
Care must be taken not to confuse Digital Humanism with the 
burgeoning field of the digital humanities. This is largely a difference 
between theory and practice: Digital Humanism is chiefly concerned with 
the ethics and philosophy behind digital systems, while digital humanities 
deal with practical applications, such as smart software for linguistic analysis 
of the digitalization of archives. This is a loose definition of a field in which 
                                            
6 Linda C. Smith, ‘Memex as an Image of Potentiality Revisited’, in: From Memex to 
Hypertext: Vannevar Bush and the Mind’s Machine (Boston: Academic Press 1991). 
7 Tim William Machan, ‘Chaucer’s Poetry, Versioning, and Hypertext’, Philological Quarterly 
73 (1994) 299 [geraadpleegd 28 januari 2015]. 
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the practitioners spend as much time defining the field as expanding its 
content.8  
  As mentioned above, a comparative analysis on the ideas on 
historiography present in the works of these three men has not yet been 
made, nor an extensive comparison on the philosophical and religious 
background of the authors. Only one of them, Douglas Engelbart, has been 
the object of close scrutiny, with interesting results. A study has been made 
by Belinda Barnet to analyze his theories of system design in the light of 
Weltanschauung, leading to two important conclusions; the first indicating 
that there is a profound connection between the Weltanschauung of the 
author and his produced theories, and more specific, that his 
Weltanschauung is decidedly Humanistic, yet in direct opposition to the 
classical, liberal Humanism of the Enlightenment tradition. Combining the 
two implies that there is a possible connection between Humanistic views 
and theories developed for the practice of humanism as a scholarly 
discipline. 9  It is therefore well worth pursuing this line of thought for the 
other two, again from a comparative perspective.  
 Humanism, however, is not just a “way of life”, but the foundation of 
a long and rich literary tradition. Most famous Renaissance humanists were 
writers and translators, and the ancients too. The Humanism of the Weimar 
republic was primarily carried in the works of Goethe and Schiller. The act 
of translating, transmitting and transposing texts is the very fundament of 
the humanistic tradition.10 To look for Humanism strictly in philosophical or 
essayistic works arising from an academic context would be a tremendous 
faux pas, as many humanists constantly cross the line between philosophy 
and fiction, expressing humanistic values in works of fiction, or vice versa, 
                                            
8 See for example the recently compiled collections of essays on Digital Humanities, 
Matthew Gold, ed., Debates in the Digital Humanities (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota 
Press 2012). 
9 Belinda Barnet, ‘Engelbart’s Theory of Technical Evolution’, Continuum: Journal of Media 
and Cultural Studies 20 (2006) 509–521. 
10 Tony Davies, Humanism. The New Critical Idiom (2nd druk; New York: Routledge 2008) 
72. 
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devoting large analytical tracts to characters from fiction and mythology. 
From the fictionalized accounts of the Castiglione´s Courtier to the Sartre´s 
Nausée - not to mention the oeuvre of Goethe - Humanism found its 
strongest voice in the intellectually stimulating and emotionally engaging 
combination of narrative and ideas. By immersion in this rich flow of 
information and swimming against the tide of its historical progress, the 
progress of development of humanist thought becomes apparent. 
It is telling that the American Humanist Association consistently 
elects writers (Asimov, Vonnegut) as honorary presidents. `Speak, that I may 
see thee´. This aphorism by Samuel Johnson occupies a central place in 
Tony Davies´ handbook on humanism. Davies points out that this snippet 
exemplifies the idea that without means of expression humanism is 
meaningless; without the means of conveying thoughts and ideas and doing 
so in a clear and mutually intelligible manner, the whole system falls apart. 
It is little wonder then that all the various humanistic schools of thought 
place emphasis of the highest order on the expressive arts, chiefly public 
speaking (eloquentia) and writing.11 
 Perhaps the most controversial essay in the recent history of 
humanism, Peter Sloterdijk´s Regeln für den Menschenpark, takes this 
characterization of humanism as a system of textual transmission to a slightly 
irreverent extreme. ‘Bücher, so hat der Dichter Jean Paul bemerkt, sind dickere 
Briefe an Freunde. Mit diesem Satz hat er Wesen und Funktion des Humanismus 
quintessentiell und anmutig beim Namen genannt: Er is freundschaftstiftende 
Telekommunikation in Medium der Schrift’. Naturally, the writer does not know 
his friends, separated from him by time and space and, if the work meets 
with any success, overwhelming in sheer volume.12   
 The reader, by means of this Befreundungsmotiv enters conversely into 
a amicable group of likewise educated persons, in the words of Sloterdijk, a 
                                            
11 Ibid., 75. 
12 Peter Sloterdijk, ‘Regeln für den Menschenpark’, Zeit Online (1999) 1–2 
<http://www.zeit.de/1999/38/199938.sloterdijk3_.xml>. 
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Sekte der Alphabetisierte or, less charitable, a kommunitarische Phantasma. 
Before the rise of the masses, these sects functioned as the educated upper 
crust of society and carried the intellectual and linguistic culture of a nation. 
However, this Epoche des nationalbürgerlichen Humanismus, roughly spanning 
from the 1790´s until the 1945, has little political or culture power, since 
democracies are now connected through mass media. In other words, the 
state defines itself not in a small, hard to access core of literary works, but 
through easily dissimilated tropes on radio, television and the Internet. The 
literary class hasn´t disappeared in Sloterdijk´s thought, but is relegated 
from the status of the higher, governing culture to the nether regions and 
has become a Subkultur.13 
 The question, off course, is if and how this freundschaftstiftende 
Telekommunikation has changed when moved from print to net. As Davies 
notes, the invention of the printing press put knowledge suddenly in the 
hands of the masses; the democratization of knowledge and the sudden 
influx of thousands of people into the elite Sekte der Alphabetisierten was a 
movement of momentous proportions. It seems almost a forgone conclusion 
in 2014 that the spread of the Internet was a second Gutenberg Moment, a 
second, sudden and widespread explosion of scholarly culture; it remains to 
be seen in the later chapters whether this was accidental or deliberate. 
Is it necessary to conclude, taking the cue from Sloterdijk, that we 
live in, or rather, that our Digital world is a post-literary, post-epistographic 
and therefore post-humanistic world´? 14 This question has received scant 
attention in the extant literature. In one of the few articles on the subject, 
Tamise van Pelt asserts that the new realities of the digital world have 
largely negated most of the anti-humanist criticism of the French theoristes, 
and concludes on the note that there might be room for a new Post-
Humanism to carry the torch, or even relight it, from the point were 
                                            
13 Ibid., 2–7. 
14 Ibid., 3. 
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traditional humanism has left of in the wake of the Second World War.15 
She approaches this subject by looking at the phenomenology of the 
Internet, without looking at the guiding principles of the founding fathers of 
the web, something this paper hopes to redress.  
‘Comment se redonner un sens au mot ´Humanisme´? Jean Beaufret asked 
Martin Heidegger, the latter being quick to point out that this question 
implied both that Humanism had become a meaningless term, yet one worth 
saving (to some).16 Sloterdijk and Van Pelt neither seem particularly keen to 
save humanism: the impish cynicism of Sloterdijk and the call for a 
revisionist Post-Humanism of Van Pelt both leave humanism stranded. Just 
looking at the phenomenology of the internet or the ephemeral place 
humanism has been relegated to in the larger scheme of things leaves the 
Briefe an Freunden of Bush, Engelbart and Nelson tragically 
underappreciated - incidentally proving Sloterdijk’s point about the 
irrelevant subcultures - but nonetheless interesting from the point of the 
history of science and technology, or, more pressing, to those interested in 
the foundation of the humanities as humanistic disciplines. 
 Before going into the friendly telecommunication by Bush, Engelbart 
and Nelson it is worthwhile to briefly list exactly what we want to know. 
First of all is the question of identification, if and how these three men have 
been identified as humanists, either by themselves or by others. Secondly, a 
litmus test is performed on their views on the more or less universal 
humanist ideas on determinism, human nature and the Bildungsideal. 
Thirdly, the works are scanned for the uniquely American influences, such 
as notions of pioneerism and frontierism, elements of American Civic 
Humanist thought and positioning on the question of inclusivity or 
exclusivity within the circles of humanism. The tension between the 
individual and the community is also grouped under this heading. Lastly, 
                                            
15 Tamise Van Pelt, ‘The Question Concerning Theory: Humanism, Subjectivity, and 
Computing’, Computers and the Humanities (2002) 307–318. 
16 Martin Heidegger, Over het Humanisme (Budel: Damon 2005) 13; Sloterdijk, ‘Regeln für 
den Menschenpark’, 6. 
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and perhaps most important, is their position on the humanistic practice of 
writing (and communicating by other means) in the digital world and the 
existence of imagined, or virtual, digital communities of literate elites in the 
Sloterdijkian sense, searching for clues to the origin of the second 
Gutenberg moment.  
 11 
 
2  Humanism  
Establishing what humanism exactly means is no easy task. As one writer of 
a contemporary handbook lamented, it would have been much easier to 
write a history of humanisms instead of just a singular humanistic tradition17: 
indeed, when comparing schools of thought across multiple millennia, 
danger is all to present to paint with too broad a brush. Further 
complicating the task is the given that most humanisms were only identified 
much later, and not by the people actually involved. The Renaissance 
humanists of Florence called themselves Umanisti, yet did not consciously 
called their widely varying practices under a common denominator of 
humanism. Conversely, the Roman writers from whom the Florentines 
heavily drew concerned themselves mostly with the development of the idea 
of humanitas, yet never addressed themselves as humanists. Only in the 19th 
century, in the works of Friedrich Immanuel Niethammer and Jakob 
Burckhardt, a coherent formulation of Humanism began to emerge.18 This 
solidification of humanist ideals came to a conclusion in 1933, when a series 
of American intellectual luminaries signed the Humanist Manifesto.19 
 This manifesto has been revised many times since, but the majority of 
the principles still stand. The main revisions have been in wording, for 
example to make the language of the manifesto more inclusive (the phrasing 
“manly” from the first version, for instance, fell foul of the rise of feminism 
in society). These principles have been enumerated and explained since in a 
slew of publications on both sides of the Atlantic, for example by Vanheste 
                                            
17 Davies, Humanism, 6. 
18 Ibid., 10. 
19 ‘Humanist Manifesto I’, , American Humanist Association 
<http://americanhumanist.org/Humanism/Humanist_Manifesto_I> [geraadpleegd 19 februari 
2015]. 
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and Van Praag20. In order to determine if the post-war pioneers of the digital 
world can rightfully be called humanists these criteria are presented below. 
Furthermore, to place Bush, Engelbart and Nelson in context, an account is 
given of the state of the Humanist tradition in the United States at the time. 
 This analysis serves both as a satisfaction of a rather Germane desire 
for unification, categorization and adoption of the works of Bush, Engelbart 
and Nelson into the humanistic tradition, as well as answering the call of 
Jaron Lanier to formulate the Grundrisse for a new, Digital Humanism.    
                                            
20 Jeroen Vanheste, Humanisme en het Avondland: De Europese humanistische traditie (Budel: 
Damon 2007) 11 e.v.; cited in: P.B. Cliteur en W. Dooren, van, ‘Voorwoord’, in: Geschiedenis 
van het humanisme (Meppel: Boom 1991)aldaar 8–9. 
 13 
2.1  Defining a Humanist identity 
“Do you know what a humanist is? My parents and grandparents were 
humanists, what used to be called Free Thinkers. So as a humanist I’m 
honoring my ancestors, which the Bible says is a good thing to do. We 
humanists try to behave as decently, fairly, and as honorably as we can 
without any expectation of rewards or punishments in an afterlife. […] We 
humanists serve as best we can the only abstraction with which we have any 
familiarity, which is our community”21 
  
 
Figure 1 Kurt Vonnegut, self portrait22 
                                            
21 Kurt Vonnegut, A Man Without a Country (Bloomsbury 2006) 79–80. 
22 Ibid., 136. 
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The principle characteristic of a humanistic system of thought is a 
dependency on the concept of free will. Recognizing neither the 
predestination by a numinous force, nor the premise that life is just the 
outcome of a sum of chemical factors, humanism places a strong emphasis 
on the shaping of destiny by the individual.23 Over time, this has brought 
humanists in direct opposition to most all other deterministic systems of 
thought, be they dogmatic, orthodox schools of the Abrahamic tradition or 
adherents of strict, atheistic scientisms. This acknowledgement of an 
element of free play in the human condition has often been attacked as a 
symptom of vagueness, a pusillanimous ´Somethingism´ 24  or a lack of 
philosophical or scientific rigor, leading in turn to ponderous reflections 
from the humanists in defense.25 Edward Said put a finer point to it in a 
historical context: ´everything in the historical world is the result of human 
action´. This means that there is no deus ex machina, nor are humans riding 
on rigid tracks of historistic processes. Human agency, not a higher power, 
is the change agent in history.26   
 Another persistent theme is a question of ontology. For millennia the 
humanistic tradition has answered the question of being with the answer 
that man is a thinking animal, Ζωον λογικον, guided both by animal desires 
and rational faculties.27 From the Greeks to the Germans, the process of 
taming the animal impulses by the civilizing force of humanist thought and 
reading has fascinated thinkers, in order to become a true man, the 
Aristotelian κψβερνετεσ, helmsman or pilot of the soul.28 Incidentally, this 
phrase was borrowed by an early theorist of the computer world, Norbert 
                                            
23 Vanheste, Humanisme en het Avondland, 12. 
24 The Dutch word ‘ietsisme’ covers far more ground in this respect. 
25 Davies, Humanism, 46. 
26 E.W. Said, Humanism and Democratic Criticism (New York: Columbia University Press 
2003) 11. 
27 Heidegger, Over het Humanisme, 38. 
28 Vanheste, Humanisme en het Avondland, 18. 
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Wiener, hence the idiom that starts with cyber-, such as cyberspace.29 A 
great confidence in the rational faculties and a stark preference of reason 
over revelation dominates humanist thought. In the ideal case, a distaste for 
dogmatics and confidence in the intellectual self-reliance of the individual. 
 Humanism is also effectively bound to the notion of a universal 
humanity, of the idea that all people are equal. This is not to say equal in 
faculties or the subject of an egalitarian entitlement, but at least part of a 
common humanity and imbued with universal human rights. This is 
perhaps the most contentious aspect of humanism. It grew in relevance over 
time, coming to the fore especially after the ´Age of Revolution´ of the late 
18th century. Over time, the definition of ´people´ has been subjected to 
considerable expansion to include gender, nationality, (perceived) race or 
religious orientation.30  
 The quote above by Kurt Vonnegut above mirrors the principle of 
Van Praag, that a humanist worldview requires a consciousness of 
commitment only to the community of other human beings by virtue of a 
common human origin.31 Consequently, this community is the only source of 
the moral codes governing it. Again the humanist consciousness is not 
guided by commandments from up high, unless one concedes that the Ten 
Commandments (for instance) are of human origin.  
 Present in most forms of humanism is a normative relation to culture, 
shaped by a Sisyphic ambition to strive towards perfection, be it in arts, 
learning or other artistic pursuits. This process is described as becoming 
human in and all by itself; to escape the bestial part of the animal rationale 
by expanding the reach and ability of reason. This Sysiphic ambition is not 
only bound to an incoherent set of standards, but unified in a mirage of an 
ideal man. The uomo universale of the Florentine renaissance is as much a 
                                            
29 George Dyson, Turing’s Cathedral: The Origins of the Digital Universe (London: Penguin 
2013) 27. 
30 Cliteur en Dooren, van, ‘Voorwoord’, 9. 
31 Ibid. 
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characterization of certain virtuous individual as a platonic model for the 
developing individual to grow in to over time.32  
 This leads to an ideal of a life spent learning; therefore, the most 
powerful currents in Humanism are strongly associated with schools of 
schooling, from the Athenian Academies to the Bildung of the German 
Gymnasium of the 19th century.33 Although there´s a great appreciation for 
´The Classics´, the main utility lies in using them to shape the critical 
faculties, and not in dogmatic imitation. Still, the need for canonization and 
the establishment of ´common grounds´ to get a sense of order and direction 
in an unmanageable and overwhelming mass of information has become 
exponentially more relevant in the digital age. 34  The relation between 
teacher and student, in which uneasy truces between respect for authority 
and the development of sharp, critical and skeptical faculties in the students 
are constantly negotiated. With the intrusion of the computer in the 
classrooms this constant struggle reached yet another phase in its endless 
unfolding.  
 As Heidegger reminds us, the analysis of any humanistic system 
should start with asking the question as to what precisely makes humans 
humans. As an example he cites the tradition of Christian Humanism, that, 
even though convinced of the free human will, still places the grace of God 
as the element that sets humans apart from, for instance, animals.35 The 
answer that Reason is the defining element - again, the conception of 
humans as the ´Thinking animal´ - is as noted above not sufficient for 
Heidegger. His exhaustive ontology of being he proposes in return bears no 
repeating here, but the question still stands and should be asked when 
analyzing Digital Humanism.  
                                            
32 Vanheste, Humanisme en het Avondland, 13. 
33 Davies, Humanism, 5. 
34 Vanheste, Humanisme en het Avondland, 13–14. 
35 Heidegger, Over het Humanisme, 33. 
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2.2  American humanism 
Characterizing a large span of history from an entire nation by analysis of a 
set of gossamer threads of intellectual tradition is always fraught with 
dangers of essentializing, overgeneralization misapprehension, or even 
downright bigotry. The revisionist trend in historiography therefore has 
challenged this way of describing nations by asking questions. How well do 
certain strains of thought, as laid down in the works of a few great writers, 
represent the political and societal reality of the times? The United States 
proves to be an interesting case in point. As a review of the books that came 
out in the wake of the Bicentennial celebrations of the American Revolution 
shows, American historiography is contentious on the issue whether the 
American Revolution was idea-driven, or the result of accommodation, 
improvisation and economic necessities. Specifically, the question was asked 
if and how an ideology of civic humanism, arising from the great writers on 
citizenship, such as Aristotle and Machiavelli, defined the course of 
American Revolutionary politics.36 With this caveat, a brief overview of the 
main currents of civic humanism in American humanists thought is given 
below.  
2.2.1 Lampadephoria 
The great proponent of the 19th century British humanist tradition, 
Symonds, has described the wanderings of the humanist tradition over the 
globe with the term lampadephoria, passing on the torch. 37  Starting in 
Greece, the torch was passed to Rome, had a few ages of darkness, until it 
was rekindled in Florence; after that, various European nations passed the 
torch to and fro, with sometimes Paris at the center of the latest 
developments, and sometimes London or a smaller center like Amsterdam 
or Weimar. After the Second World War it appeared that this torch has 
                                            
36 Richard K. Matthews, ‘Liberalism, Civic Humanism, and the American Political 
Tradition: Understanding Genesis’, The Journal of Politics 49 (1987) 1127–1153. 
37 Davies, Humanism, 23–24. 
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crossed the Atlantic, as the humanistic tradition was largely discredited in 
Europe.  
In England, the vague notions of an indeterminable free will had little 
sympathy from the strict logic-positivists. In France, the structuralistes and 
postmodernists quickly demolished the notion of the self, after a brief flirt 
with humanism, guided by a distaste for the bourgeois association of 
humanism, ever the domain of the patriarchal, white, mercantile elite. This 
last element obviously was widespread amongst communists of any stripe on 
both sides of the Iron Curtain.38  
 In Germany the trauma of the Second World War had irreparably 
shaken the faith in humanity of an entire generation. How can there be 
poetry after Auschwitz, Adorno asked? How was it possible that an entire 
generation of officers, bureaucrats and scholars born and bred in the great 
humanistic schools of Humboldt and Goethe turned into a monstrous war 
machine, devastating Europe and committing the worst crime in humans 
history? Goethes´ Buchenwald was the site of a concentration camp. To the 
post-war German intellectuals, there was nothing to suggest that humanism 
had any power to stop fascism. Rather the opposite: both humanism and 
fascism shared a common appreciation for Roman rule of law, the Greek 
aesthetic ideal and a fondness for an architecture rife with arches, columns 
and muscled statues. The answer was therefore even darker than the 
question: could it be that the Shoah was the direct result of a humanistic 
desire to improve man, not through study, art and education alone, but 
through a genocidal cleansing of perceived elements of impurity in the 
human race?39 
 The Shoah laid waste as well to perhaps the most vibrant pre-war 
community of humanists on the continent, the secular, highly educated and 
tremendously artistic Jewish communities of Middle and Eastern Europe. 
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Gone were the salons of Budapest and the bright lights of the Viennese 
coffee houses; gone were the fertile wellsprings from which Mahler, Brahms 
and Brückner drew. The University halls lost great talents as Jewish 
scientists were ousted, along with Gentile colleagues that refused to 
denounce their friends and colleagues. Many of them fled to the United 
States; the massive transfer of the mondain, secular Jewish elite with its 
tremendous achievements in the humanistic arts to the United States is too 
great a subject to treat here, but one example should be noted. It´s scarcely 
conceivable that the modern digital computer could have seen the light at 
the Institute of Advanced Studies in Princeton without Johnny von 
Neumann - the intellectual father of modern computing, and other Jewish 
refugees that worked under his direction.40  
2.2.2 The American Dream 
As Paul Cliteur argues, humanism struck a particular chord in the American 
psyche. The ideals of pragmatism, the rock-solid belief in progress and an 
appreciation for reasonable views, are, in his words, packet and parcel of the 
´American Way of Life´.41 The United States seem to be infused with the 
humanist essence in its very constitution, the individual pursuit of 
happiness strikes a rather different tone than the continental constitutions, 
that claim authority by the grace of god or the collective will of a Volk. This 
is not to say that certain, more collectively oriented forms of humanism 
haven´t struck root in the American consciousness - the idea of a Manifest 
Destiny has after all more than a passing familiar with the realization of the 
Hegelian Geist, even if the American People, or Volk, had only existed as an 
extremely tenuous and recent invention. Counter to this Hegelian 
historicism is the profound American belief that the leading change agent in 
the course of history is not the historical Geist, but the individual. This has 
lead to a distrust of grand, collective narratives and caused individualistic, 
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down-to-earth, personal ideologies like humanism to flourish. In 
conclusion, it´s best said that the American dream of achievement based on 
diligent work, careful study. The old example of Carnegie - from an illiterate 
paperboy to millionaire philanthropist and Maecenas of arts and sciences - 
certainly serves well as a humanistic morality tale.42 This narrative of the 
individual of leading change agent in history has largely survived the 20th 
century: as it stands, it is the main thesis of Said´s spirited defense (cited 
above) of humanism in the post-9/11 world.43    
2.2.3 The American uomo universale 
Many of the founding fathers have been claimed for humanism, and with 
good reason. First and foremost among them is Thomas Jefferson, chiefly 
because of his writings on the wall of separation between church and state, 
and his ´Jefferson Bible´. This Bible, with all the miracles, divine 
interventions and contradictory statements cut out to reveal solely to moral 
teachings of Jesus Christ is wholly Erasmian in its distaste for the 
miraculous supernatural, even finishing the development Erasmus alluded 
too but never published, or dared to publish; as such, it is the ultimate 
development in Christian Humanism.44 Jefferson has also been championed 
as one of the progenitors of the more secular side of humanism. For 
instance, the signing of the Act of Separation forms the high point in the 
canon of secularist American history; Christopher Hitchens, firebrand 
atheist and combative humanist if there ever was one, recounts the episode 
with palpable excitement.45 Perhaps of equal importance in the humanist 
canon, next to Jefferson, are the works of Thomas Paine. His rational 
skepticism, his distrust of authority, secular or religious, and clear-headed 
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frankness that fulfill his writings have long ensured his canonization as the 
voice of reason in matters civil and politic.  
 Whereas Paine is just renowned on the strength of his writing, he 
hardly serves as a model for the ideal American citizen, not in the least 
because of the fact that he lived most his live in England. That honor is 
reserved for Benjamin Franklin. The Renaissance Man or Homo Universalis 
would have never existed as a title glowering praise without the ideals of 
Florentine humanism and the perpetual striving towards a perfect 
personhood; in the United States the model of civility could by definition 
not be the ideal of a Florentine courtier. The radical bourgeois society of the 
former colonies would never stand the hybridization of courtly, noble 
virtues with the purposed democratic ideals of the Italian city states. Also, 
the place of science and technology in society had risen to such an extent 
that the image of the ideal man would have to incorporate some form of 
inventor or engineer at its core, at the expense of some of the free art and 
demoting the hitherto purely abstract art of mathematics to a more 
gregarious role as supportive technique to the earthly pursuits of 
engineering and architecture. The concept of the ideal citizen was recast in 
the United States where the Franklins of the time combined the roles of 
businessman, politician, scientist, inventor, patriarchs and perhaps even 
preacher, or in the least, sagely conveyor of Biblical wisdom, in a unified 
field of civic and religious commitment. The main virtues again were 
modesty, industriousness and a carefully calibrated sense of justice. 
Subservience to the state was a given, but not as a fearful servant of a strict, 
divinely mandated order, nor a corrupt Satrap; the American politician 
served his fellow citizens as equals and with a holy hatred of corruption and 
nepotism.46  
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2.2.4 Calvin and Locke 
However, the American Dream and the Pursuit of Happiness alone do not 
suffice to explain the full foundation of the humanist tradition in the United 
States. As Cliteur argues, the United States are much more religious in 
spirit, and therefore far more receptive to debates on an overarching 
worldview than the British Isles or the continent, precisely because many of 
the radical protestants of England moved to the New World.47 It seems quite 
the paradox that the emigration of puritanical and strict Calvinistic sects 
provoked a strong outburst of secular humanism, but on closer inspection 
the thesis certainly has merits; the protestant insistence on building faith 
from the ground up by individual, critical reading of the Bible (translated in 
the vernacular) certainly rhymes with the critical humanistic evaluation of 
the classics and a shared focus on literacy. Also, separation between 
religious and worldly authorities was seen as fundamental to many of the 
Protestants of the New World, to keep both government fair and religion 
pure. The state, rather than govern religious affairs, should act as an 
independent arbiter between competing sects. Secularism arose, therefore, 
not out of rationalist or atheist arguments, but out of precisely opposite 
considerations. The early colonists knew fully well that the conflux of 
wordily and religious authority would soon lead to corrupt and decadent 
churches, and a gruesome repression of protestant, disestablished groups. It 
is not surprising that one of the main debates in American humanism in the 
20th century, between Babbitt and Lamont, was to answer the question as to 
what extend the humanist doctrine ought to be in concordance with 
Calvinist doctrine.48 In the larger sphere of American academics, precisely 
the same debate took place, with some authors even going as far as to claim 
that the intellectual fabric of the United States is equal parts Locke and 
Calvin.49  
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 Besides the puritans on the strictly dogmatic side of the Christian 
spectrum, the colonies proved to be a safe haven for groups that found 
themselves on the other, liberal end. Freethinkers of all stripes and nations 
in Europe that came into trouble for ideas that were all to egalitarian and 
non-dogmatic for the bishops, synods, kings and electors set sail for the new 
world. Amongst those immigrants a strong strain of German Freigedank 
entered the United States, amongst whom the ancestors of the author cited 
at the start of this chapter. This tradition of freethinking culminated in the 
success of the Unitarian church. This church, largely non-dogmatic and 
with a strong oecumenic bend, has been described as the ´Faith for 
America´.50 Unitarianism has perhaps faded into obscurity, supplanted by 
more virulent en aggressive strains of Baptist and Methodist traditions after 
the re-emergence of Evangelical Christianity as a force in American politics 
in the 1980´s, but still holds a unique position amongst the many strains of 
Protestantism. Ideologically, Unitarian churches stays so close to the 
Christian Humanist tradition that many figureheads of American Humanism 
frequently toed the line between the two, such as the aforementioned Kurt 
Vonnegut. 
 Unitarianism can also be characterized by a strong focus on localized 
communities. This is by no means exceptional for (American) protestant 
movements; many came over as complete miniature societies, carving out 
small enclaves that needed extremely strong social bonds in order to survive. 
A tenacious adherence to the local community, rather than to a greater 
worldwide Catholic community under Vatican rule or an Ummah-al-Islam is 
the result. Because of these protestant, community minded roots American 
humanism is far more focused on communal coexistence than on individual 
philosophy. Whereas European might start treatises on Humanism by 
asking what it means to be a humanist individual, or even going as far as 
focusing solely on the individual being - such as Heidegger - American 
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humanists generally tend to ask on the first page of any treatise on 
humanism what it means to be a humanist amongst friends, neighbors and 
family. In determining the place of the individual in relation to the 
collective, American schools of thought are far less interested in placing the 
individual in grand collectives - Volk, humanity - but are more keen to 
resolve tensions in the parish. The bestseller Good Without God, for instance, 
written by Harvard humanist chaplain Greg Epstein, almost solely deals with 
the communal aspect of humanism.51   
 It has been suggested that this culture of communal thinking has led 
to a natural restriction on radical thought; in the small and closely-knit 
communities radical thought is a dangerous destabilizing thing. Also, radical 
and fanatical narratives have a need for a bigger, abstract concept outside 
the grasp of direct experience. Moderation and levelheaded thinking are 
thus presented as the classical virtues of American humanism.52  
 The result of all these diverse influences is a system of thoughts and 
beliefs that has been summarized under the name ´civil humanism´. 
Precisely the civil aspect drew the ire of many a Marxist during the 20th 
century. Humanism, with its focus on civil responsibility, was seen as the 
creed of the bourgeoisie, another buttress in the superstructure in place to 
oppress and demoralize the proletariat. Especially in French intellectual 
thought the qualification of a person as a humanist turned into a derogatory 
term.53 In reaction, American intellectual on the liberal side such as Sidney 
Hook sprang to the defense of Humanism, defining humanism as one of the 
key elements of Western liberalism versus the communism behind the Iron 
Curtain.54 This simplification however belies strong debates within western 
humanism as to what extend Humanism is liberal or socialist in nature. 
Influential humanists in the United Kingdom and the Netherlands wrote 
many books in defense of socialist humanism, whilst in the United States 
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many prominent humanist were decidedly on the far left of the political 
spectrum, such as Corliss Lamont (the writer of the standard work on 
humanism) and Eugene Debbs, the great socialist speaker of the early 20th 
century. Nevertheless, despite their political leanings, Humanism in the 
United States was largely an affair for the white, educated middle class. Only 
decades after the Civil rights Movement, at the start of the 21st century, 
challenges to the white bourgeois narrative began to appear. Studies of 
Black Humanism 55  and the spirited essay pleading for an inclusive 
humanism by Edward Said cited above serve as an example of this 
movement.56   
2.2.5 Athens, New York 
The ruminations on the protestant roots of humanism do not mean that 
American Humanism is an anomaly in the humanist tradition in the sense 
that it is based not on the Greek and Roman cultures of antiquity. It has 
never escaped astute observers that the nascent state in 1776 was founded 
on an Athenian paradox; a nation of slave owners that wanted to be free. 
The precept of a nation founded on a constitutionally enshrined idea of 
communal, equivocal civic humanism that at the same time harbors vast 
masses of disenfranchised inhabitants has been part of the united states 
from the very beginning, with the Civil War and the Civil Rights Movement 
the major points of renegotiation of the boundaries of civility and 
enfranchised citizenship. As with all republican movements the most 
intellectual precedents came from antiquity: Rome and Athens, with only 
the Dutch Republic as a contemporary counterpart, but any and all 
republican writings coming from this nation were so steeped in classical 
references and metaphors that the difference might as well be naught. This 
preoccupation with the humanists of the classical era is inescapable. The 
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Senate still convenes on Capitol Hill and it´s possible to drive from Athens, 
NY to Ithaca, NY without ever having to cross a single sea.  
 Perhaps even more than in Europe the admiration of classical arts 
and ideas is considered a dangerous intellectual pursuit that quickly leads to 
pigeonholing in certain conservative political factions or accusations of 
elitism. It suffices as an illustration that one of the principle conservative 
think tanks in Washington is called the Cato institute. Rather than in 
Europe, in which most every country offers equally accessible classical 
education teaching of the classics is solely confined to a paying elite and the 
Greek fraternities are a long time symbol of all that is elitist, snobbish and 
clubbish in the academic world. The lingering wounds of slavery, actively 
felt by large sections of society, prohibited identification with the culture of 
societies that had slavery as the cornerstone of the economy as well. The 
association of the political and economic elite with the classic education is 
therefore less pronounced than in Europe, but all the more so reviled by the 
parties on the left of the political spectrum and espoused by the right. It is 
only in this context that an essay like Said´s Humanism and Democratic 
Criticism can be understood.     
 The boundary between a sound, critical humanistic tradition and the 
endless, pedant repetition of cultural memes long out of fashion is a tenuous 
one. Humanistic systems on the continent long suffered from the tendency 
to ossify to a mindlessly repeated canon of texts and values; the teaching of 
Latin, for instance, is all to easily brutalized into the mindless repetition of 
declinations and lists of irregular verbs. Ideas ossify in the same way as 
methods of instruction, and traditionalist forces, in theory the 
countervailing element in society of critical and skeptical humanism, are 
prone to espouse and internalize humanistic tradition, however in the form 
of strict, Reified traditions under the strict taboo of intellectual challenge. 
For the conservative bourgeoisie the teaching of the classics became a 
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matter of rote, an importance in and all by itself because of its long-standing 
tradition.57  
 It is precisely this process of ossification that riles Edward Said into 
action. Turning on the Calvinist trope in American humanist thought, he 
observes a typically obsession with narrowing down the humanist tradition 
to a rigidly circumscribed list of uncritically admired books and principles, a 
desire to boil down the swirling strains of thought to a few monolithic works 
of incomparable aesthetic and moral quality, rigidly listed. Pointing to an 
import paradox, this process of ´moral reductiveness´ is done precisely to 
exclude the chaotic, complex vagaries that make us humans human: all the 
chaotic, messy and tragic aspects of human life: ‘Health, Sex, Race and 
War’, a phrase borrowed from the Noble Prize winning anthropologist Saul 
Bellow. The desire to strip the extant body of literature to its aesthetic and 
moral core, devoid of the sordid and the venal, is rightly seen by Said as a 
wrong-headed, puritanical denial of human nature. Even worse, this rigid 
canonization is used as an exclusionary principle to keep humanist voices 
from other parts of the world other than the Anglo-Saxon tradition from 
entering the canon; a situation that´s untenable in a country that´s 
increasingly less Anglo-Saxon in composition. This does not mean that he 
rejects the humanistic search for common places and a common canon, but, 
in a beautiful turn of phrase he suggest that we should not see a canon as a 
set of laws (or qanun, the Arabic word for law), but interpret the word canon 
in its musical sense: a series of continuous, overlapping, and interchanging 
voices, moving at point and counterpoint through time. These voices should 
not be harmonious: with good reason Said states that humanism has a long 
tradition of going against the grain of political, academic and religious 
authority.58 The point of reading Cicero, then, is not to remember as much 
of his pretty turns of phrase, but his lessons and civility and his death at the 
rostrum at the hands of his political opponents.   
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 On the other hand, it could be argued that this ossifying force, 
present in all forms of humanism, is less overweening in the United States. 
First of all the less rigid class structure and an absence of a hereditary 
nobility and established church imposes much more fluent boundaries on 
society. Secondly, the heritage and imagery of the United States as a ‘New 
World’, a stage for adventurers and opportune wanderers has had a strong 
influence on the outlook of the American intellectual tradition.59 Rather 
than conserving the past the American spirit is always in search of a next 
frontier: ever since the railroads pushed west - coincidentally at the same 
time the American universities came to be in their present form - the mode 
de conduit of American science has been to expand existing knowledge in a 
rational, linear fashion over an imagined set of borders.60 Just as no major 
American policy can be explained without resorting to a bellicose jargon - 
War on Drugs, War on Terror - no major American scientific endeavor can 
be explained without conversing in the language of Cook, Magelhaes and 
Hudson: Mapping the Genome, Conquering Space, Open the Digital World. 
This last example is of course pertinent to the question at hand, and as it 
will prove below, it is impossible to escape this exploratory idiom. Not only 
do we have a digital world, there are digital pioneers. The first browser, 
Netscape Navigator had the wheel of a ship as its logo and the biggest 
problem according to the governments of the developed world are Internet 
pirates, pirating digital material and swapping them on the pirate bay. 
Surfing on the Internet, one cannot escape the maritime terminology.   
 This narrative of rational and technocratic progress, or even the 
notion of progress itself has been a major target of the postmodernists that 
connected in primarily with the traditional humanist schools of thought. 
Notwithstanding that many great humanists were Luddites at heart that 
would have no part of technical progress – like Goethe, Auerbach, Vonnegut 
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– the connection between classical education and the capitalist expansion of 
the Age of Exploration was, for the critics, unmistakable. The sustained 
attacks led to a culture of relativism – opposed to humanist normative 
thought - that permeates certain regions of European thought the very 
thought that some people are more progressed than others still engenders 
deep emotional resistance, despite the obvious benefits of living in a secular, 
technological advanced society far outweigh living in a backward, 
superstitious society the emotional barrier of admitting to these differences 
is still a taboo in the faculties tinged by postmodernism - especially in the 
faculties of the social sciences that wouldn´t exist in the first place without 
profound differences between individuals and societies. The demise of 
humanism in Europe, and to some extent in the United States after the 
Vietnam War, has for this reason been described by Jeroen Vanheste as a 
process of self-loathing on behalf of Western intellectuals.61   
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3  Vannevar Bush 
 
Figure 2 Bush at work in his capacity as the national science czar.62 
‘Meet the man who may win or lose the war’ Reporting directly to president 
Roosevelt himself it was dr. Vannevar Bush’s (1890-1974) herculean task to 
coordinate the various research institutes of army and navy, universities and 
corporations in the development of new weaponry for the war effort during 
the Second World War. As the head of first the National Defense Research 
Committee and its successor organization, the Office of Science, Research 
and Development, Bush was one of the most powerful men in Washington.63 
Governing unruly scientists, mitigating petty rivalries between service 
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branches and universities and disbursing an unprecedented glut of research 
funds was not an easy task, but in the end, Bush – now largely faded to 
obscurity - was lionized as ‘The Man that Won the War’ because of the 
decisive nature of several of the inventions that emerged from his 
conglomerate. Radar won the skies over Europe in aerial warfare, sonar 
literally turned the tide in the war with the German U-Boot fleet in the 
Atlantic, the proximity fuse tremendously improved artillery effectiveness 
and Japan was finally brought to its knees by the atomic bomb; war most 
definitely changed from a soldier’s affair to one of scientists, planners and 
administrators.  
 As the war drew to a close Roosevelt’s successor, president Harry S. 
Truman, asked Bush to give his vision on the post-war future of science. His 
answer was twofold: on the one hand, he organized a large think tank with 
all the leading stakeholders in scientific policy to secure the continuation of 
the newly found stream of federal money64, but as a private citizen he 
published an article called ‘As We May Think’, 65 now counted as one of the 
foundational documents of the information age.66 More concerned with the 
scientist itself, as opposed to public policy, he starts of with the statement of 
two distinct problems. First of all, due to the massive growth of scientific 
knowledge, even experts in certain fields can no longer keep up with the 
latest material or find relevant information in the overwhelming mass.67 
Secondly, because of the emergence of synthetic fields like neurobiology the 
old library classification of knowledge by strictly defined magisteria was 
rendered obsolete.68 His solution was to organize the material not by subject 
indices, but by association. 
“From St. Andrew to St. Peter, because their names are read together; from 
St. Peter to a stone, because we see them together, and for the same cause, 
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from foundation to church, from church to people, and from people to 
tumult.” 
Long before the age of Bush, Thomas Hobbes already reflected on the 
associative nature of human memory.69  The associative linking of ideas, 
either voluntary but mostly subconsciously is a universal human trait. The 
solution he proposed was a new research tool: the memex (purported to 
stand for Memory Expander). The memex consisted of a desk with tools to 
view a large collection of microfilm record (both text and images), organized 
in associative trails: with the flick of a switch, the user could switch back and 
forth between articles, following (or creating) trails of connected 
information.70 For instance, on such a trail the microfilm file for Abraham 
Lincoln could be connected on one trail to the one on Gettysburg, and to 
John Wilkes Booth on another. By carving trails through the endless 
mountains of scientific data, Bush hoped to save himself and his colleagues 
of the drudgery of filtering through library stacks and card indices. The 
article was a runaway success; several magazines reprinted it, and Life 
magazine produced a condensed and richly illustrated version.71 Although 
Bush updated his work later on to include different ways of storage, color-
coded trails and even self-generating trails, the later articles never gained as 
much traction as the first. In addition Bush flirted with the option of adding 
(analog) computers that could carry out logical decisions and mathematical 
operations, but those efforts were unrefined at best.72 The focus of this 
section is therefore mostly on the material contained in the original AWMT 
article. 
After a brief spell of obscurity in the 1940’s and ‘50’s, the article 
resurfaced in the 1960 as the field of data management by digital means 
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evolved. Another revival took place at the start of the era of the World Wide 
Web; in 1991, the memex was the subject of a large symposium and a slew of 
articles. 73  The secondary literature on Bush is divisible into two main 
currents. On the one hand there are the biographies and articles that deal 
with his wartime role. These works tend do be heavily slanted towards the 
personal and the ethical side of his decisions, zooming in on the his ethical 
considerations in giving the green light for the development of the atomic 
bomb and tend to stress Bush’s character and convictions. This approach is 
best represented by the extensive biography in monograph by Zachary. On 
the other hand, there is the technical approach, mostly represented in the 
cited works in the compilation by Nyce and Kahn, tracing in detail his 
engineering achievements and the influence of his designs. The rest of this 
chapter is dedicated to teasing the threads of personality in the works of the 
historians and mix them with the technical details gleaned from the 
computer scientists.  
 
 Figure 3 A desk modified to look like a memex by Trevor Smith, software engineer.74 
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3.1  Humanistic influences 
Vannevar Bush never identified himself as a humanist nor does he refer to 
the term in any of his works. In his adult life he never attended church nor 
expressed any sentiment pointing to a specific higher power or the existence 
of an afterlife. 75  This could scarcely be attributed to a lack of religious 
upbringing: his father, Richard Perry Bush, was a celebrated Unitarian 
minister in the burgeoning New England town of Chelsea. By all accounts, 
Perry Bush was the center point of his parish, catering both with great skill 
and care to the spiritual needs of his flock as well as being an influential 
figure in the civil society of the town, serving as an energetic head of board 
of education and running a special school for teaching English to the 
growing migrant communities of Chelsea. The head of an exemplary 
household, with a virtuous wife and three talented children, the idealistic 
model of the Unitarian community presented in the previous chapter might 
as well be copied of the account of his life.76  
Instead of resting his faith in the Unitarian tradition of his father, he 
developed his own individualistic and secular vision on the meaning of life. 
Addressing a class of freshmen at MIT, Vannevar Bush explained his ideas 
on the conditions of a life worth living as follows as follows: ‘A capacity for 
joy and self-mastery, a sense of tradition and the courage to meet difficulties 
“with a smile or a joke”’. Continuing, he stated that ‘the greatest thing is to 
play an effective part in a complete scheme of things. Some insist on 
knowing where mankind is headed, or [they] won’t play. The joy of life is the 
answer’. In his own personal life, Bush escaped bleak, existential questions 
by constantly occupying himself with work. With a nod to his Protestant 
past, he said he believed in the ‘saving grace of humor’.77 Although hardly a 
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theist, Bush succeeded his father in the masonic tradition, so his reference 
to ‘a complete scheme of things’ is perhaps not accidental.78  
In his retirement he seemed to admit to a small return to faith. As the 
end of his life drew near, he wrote the essay “Science Pauses” in which he 
postulates that there are certain questions that science cannot answer; after 
duly explaining that most of the mysteries of creation have been solved by 
the discovery of the molecular origins of life – even going as far as 
suggesting that creating new life out of synthesized amino acids lies well 
within man’s ability 79– he states: ‘Except for one thing! Man is conscious of 
his existence. Man also possesses, so most of us believe, what he calls his 
“free will”. Did consciousness and free will too arise merely out of “natural” 
processes? The question is central to the contention between those who see 
nothing beyond a new materialism and those who see – Something.’ 80 
Science, Bush continues, could never answer the questions of origin or the 
question of origin of the self: this is because science always has to work with 
logic from assumptions and axiomata and Gödel showed that a perfectly 
consistent logical system is impossible, science can only generate workable 
results and no certain answers to metaphysical questions.81 ‘A belief’ he 
concludes ‘may be larger than a fact.’82   
The Something in question is not given, so it is unclear to what 
divine power Bush refers. It is doubtful that he returned to the fold a single 
Protestant denomination since he never attended church, and his definition 
of faith is left deliberately vague. ‘A faith that is overdefined is the very faith 
most likely to prove inadequate in the moments of life.’83 After all, after 
describing the existence of an untold number of inhabitable planets with 
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intelligent life in a possibly infinite universe in which he admits that ‘we’ are 
no longer the center on the page before, his definition ought to be much 
broader than that of the inhabitants of the Levant in the Bronze Age. ‘The 
first men who pondered did so on a small earth, which did not extend far 
beyond the horizon, for which the stars were mere lamps in the skies’.84 
Unfortunately Bush left little more in the way of religious thoughts, so it is 
difficult to ascertain whether his Something was closer to a masonic Grand 
Design, a Unitarian God or, perhaps, a ‘watchmaker’ in the best American 
deist tradition.  Interesting enough, he argues that ‘young men’ often fall 
into the trap of materialism out of enthusiasm for science, or become bleak 
nihilists;85 one gets the distinct impression that these ‘young men’ are rather 
Bush at an earlier age. The last sentence of the article reads like the Leitmotiv 
of his own Bildungsroman: ‘And the young man. As always he will build his 
own concepts, and his own loyalties. He will follow science where it leads, 
but will not attempt to follow it where it cannot lead. And, with a pause, 
admit a faith.’86  
A keen individualist and not a very appreciative reader of the Classics, 
schooled as a practical engineer, these ideas seem to have their ground more 
in Bush’s character and Unitarian upbringing than in literary precedent. 
The joyous and humoristic way of life, unbound by a vengeful, deterministic 
higher power, rhymes well with the general humanist outlook, as does his 
awe for the wonder of consciousness and the human free will. His 
appreciation for self-mastery is of course one shared with many a classical 
humanist. Bush was a man capable of incredible feats of discipline. Pressed 
with financial woes and an impatient wife-to-be, he submitted an application 
to the Massachusetts Institute of Technology for a grant of one year, to 
complete his doctoral studies. The dean of the faculty first dismissed him 
out of hand, and when Bush pressed on, gave him a subject that seemed far 
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to difficult to crack in such a short a short time span; despite the arduous 
task, Bush finished with time to spare.87  
In terms of Bildung, Bush was both an assiduous student, finishing 
Tuft’s College with straight A’s, and, in his subsequent academic career88 
(chiefly at MIT) admired for his didactic qualities. Students describe his 
classes as humorous, of exceptional clarity and highly stimulating. Rising to 
the position of Vice-President of MIT via the deanship of the faculty of 
electrical engineering before duties in Washington called him, he also 
excelled in the administrative side of the academic world. An enthusiast 
coach of graduate students, his departments grew both in size and strength, 
with Bush constantly coaching his graduate students by barging in on their 
labs and offering hands-on help. Despite these positive qualifications, Bush 
was a hard man for the staff and students. He preferred clear lines of 
command and was a formidable bully when it came to defending his course 
of action.89 Coming from a long line of seafarers he nurtured a lifelong 
maritime metaphorical structure of thinking and acting, with himself 
preferably in the role of a stern captain.90 Far from a university bureaucrat, 
Bush found him ill at ease with the compartmentalized nature of the 
curriculum, lamenting the segmentation of the sciences in all kinds of 
disparate fields, taught in short, unconnected courses. At one point he even 
entertained the notion of reducing the college examination system to just 
two exams: one for getting in, and one for getting out.91 
Despite the many similarities between his personal outlook and his 
style of teaching with the general character of humanism, Bush is a hard 
man to frame as a humanist for one very significant reason: his disdain for 
the humanities and the social sciences. His assessment is damning: ‘I have a 
great reservation about these studies where somebody goes out and 
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interviews a bunch of people and read lots of literature and writes a book 
and puts it on a shelf and nobody ever reads it’. Such an uncharitable 
description would be harmless enough were it not that Bush held the 
drawstrings of private and government purses of his various employers; 
especially grievous was his decision, as the newly appointed head of the 
Carnegie Foundation, to end all funding to the ‘soft’ sciences. Among the 
victims was one of the world‘s best archaeology programs, digging at the 
Mayan sites deep in the Mesoamerican jungle. This disdainful attitude 
towards the humanities should arouse as much indignation in the serious 
humanist as it did then.92   
3.2  The Last Franklin 
All in all, the connections between Bush and mainstream humanism 
are scarce and tenuous. Much more fruitful is the comparison between his 
character and the distinct traits of the spirit American civic humanism.  
The pioneer spirit pervades the legacy of Vannevar Bush. Coming of 
age in the Hoover era, marked by a conservative republicanism guided by an 
appeal to the pioneering American identity, science was construed as the 
new, technological frontier. Herbert Hoover himself described science as ‘A 
great continent […] it is only the pioneer who will penetrate the frontier in 
the quest for new worlds to conquer’.93 Marked by the language of this era, 
the metaphor of “trails” in the design of the memex comes a no surprise, 
and Bush has repeatedly referred to the trailblazing analogy when 
describing the work of the engineer to (prospective) students or a lay 
audience.94 The culmination of this pioneer spirit in his work is his 1946 
report to president Harry S. Truman, entitled “Science, the Endless 
Frontier”. This phrase propelled the report, originally conceived as an 
advice to the Washington administration, to nationwide fame. In the rousing 
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34-page introduction the report, Bush and his accomplices recounted the 
essential breakthroughs that won the war as just the beginning of a new era 
of great discoveries, enabled by a fruitful cooperation between academic and 
public institutions. The phrase and context of his report were picked up by 
newspapers and radio stations across the nation, casting sheen of glamour 
and success over the American scientists, now construed as brave 
frontiersmen, as never seen before.95  
As Andreas Kitzmann point out, this idealization of the scientist 
(Bush and Nelson in particular) is not restricted to the heady days of 1946; in 
subsequent literature, the image of Bush as a pioneer frequently surfaces.96 
This paper, and the continuation of the grouping of Bush, Engelbart and 
Nelson is in a certain sense a continuation of this tradition. In his criticism 
of sources that uncritically convey this pioneer narrative, he is largely 
correct, but in his critical analysis of and the pioneer mentality serious flaws 
emerge. Kitzmann tries to refute this image of a pioneer by concluding that 
Bush was an elitist and conservative and by no means the open-minded 
visionary later held him to be. 97  Kitzmann is right in his saying that Bush 
primarily worked in support of entrenched academic values and practices, 
but ideologically sees contradiction where there are none; pioneerism, by its 
very design, is an elitist pursuit for a daring few. Also, one’s political, 
religious or societal convictions do not necessarily overlap. Newton, after all, 
was a doomsday Christian and an alchemist. Also, the equalization between 
pioneerism and frontierism with conservatism is an interesting thought in 
and all by itself, but makes little historical sense, being more of a 
judgmental, anachronistic verdict than a contemporary assessment, and 
certainly not recognizable in Bush’s own words.  
Although he was the instrumental figure in bringing the military, the 
universities and corporations together in what would later become the 
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military-industrial complex, he had little appreciation for either big 
government or the corporations that increasingly dominated business life in 
the United States. Much rather than seeing anonymous rows of white coats 
in featureless labs, Bush longed for the nostalgic days when inventors were 
lonely geniuses, slaving away in shed and backrooms with nothing but some 
improvised tools and a sound idea. 98  Living this dream, he kept well-
equipped machine shops in his several houses, constantly inventing and 
tinkering. It was his wont to “dream in a rather definitive way”.99  This 
fantasy did not preclude him from keeping seat in the boardroom of Merck 
nor drawing a comfortable income from stocks in several large 
corporations.100  
 The prominent role Bush played in American wartime policies, 
including his direct line to president Roosevelt, has led to the conclusion 
that no scientist since Benjamin Franklin held such sway over public 
matters.101 This is indeed a fair assessment, and perhaps he has never been 
surpassed by anyone else in this regard ever since. Franklinian not only in 
power but also in character, Bush by and large fit the standard of the 
American uomo universale, being praised in the New York Times with the 
likeliness.102  Combining academic work with a flourishing career in business 
as an outside consultant and founder of several companies (including 
Raytheon), Bush nevertheless kept true to his humble New England roots. 
Seeking his repose in a simple life of sailing and acting the gentleman 
farmer on his New Hampshire turkey farm, he combined the roles of 
scientist, politician, farmer, and even inventor. Constantly tinkering, he 
came up with new ways of surveying, a curious car engine, a design for 
hydrofoil boats and with his son, a physician, he worked on artificial valves 
and drains for use in surgery. Even when wartime priorities in Washington 
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kept him from working with his hands in his New England machine shop, 
he took up basket weaving to relax and clear his mind. Having “more 
hobbies than seems any man’s legal right”, he strongly believed in the 
restorative nature of his crafts.  
Despite his high social standing, commentators stress his appearance 
of a salt-of-the-earth Yankee, still speaking with a distinct New England 
accent and wasting no time on pomp and frivolities. His All-American 
persona did nothing if not help his status of his status as the darling 
scientist of the American press. “It is interesting that Mr. Science looks so 
much like Mr. America. If this is the face of the hydrogen bomb, it is also 
the face of the boy that pumped the organ in his father’s church…” one 
magazine wrote, with a list of his wide range of interests and inventions, 
effectively summarizing Bush’s status as the American Leonardo.103  
In assessing Bush’s work he is often placed in the center of the 
American tradition of technological utopianism, the idea that the drudgery 
and discomfort of daily life can be resolved through the boundless 
extrapolation of current technology.104 A recurring phrase is “The Man of 
Tomorrow”, the individual, independent citizen freed from the trappings of 
hard work by machines, carefully managing and administrating his business 
and household filled with hundreds of contraptions to ease his labors (and 
that of his housewife, of course). In a little humoristic piece, The Inscrutable 
Thirties, he takes on the role of an anonymous man of tomorrow, looking 
back on the life an “ordinary college professor on an ordinary east coast 
campus”. He mocks the practices of his day, such as wearing impractical 
neckties and driving around cars that are much heavier and more dangerous 
than they need be, all of course solved in due time by the American 
engineer.105  
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Famously conservative, Bush had a disliking for most social 
innovators “whom I regarded as a bunch of long-haired idealists or do-
gooders” and consequently had little sympathy for the various expansions of 
the federal government under Roosevelt’s New Deal or Truman’s Fair 
Deal.106 His close working relationship with Roosevelt mellowed his strict 
anti-governmental stance somewhat, and, once given power in Washington, 
he was reluctant to give it up and constantly sought to expand it over more 
parts of the military, research institutes and universities. Underpinning both 
his political and economic conservatism was a profound fear of the masses 
unified behind an ideology in the Madisonian tradition of American 
thought.107 ‘ This trope of the sober, pragmatic idealist against the untutored, 
volatile masses came natural to the congenitally elitist Bush.108 He deeply 
distrusted this aspect of humanity, and at a time when both German fascism 
and Japanese Imperialism brought out the worst of this tendency, he ‘in 
mass, we don’t seem to make much sense’.109 Although superficially at odds 
with the communitarian character of American thought, it should not be 
forgotten that a community is not the same as the mass.   
 Although being a part of a world where a white, male elite ruled 
supreme, Bush was unusually open and honest about his elitist ideas. His 
distrust for the masses was complemented by his trust in an educated elite. 
He openly defended the emergence of a ‘natural aristocracy’, not by means 
of birth, but through education. Largely inspired by the journalist Walter 
Lippmann, who wrote that the issues of the time had become to complex for 
the average voter to understand, Bush championed a technocratic 
government by highly trained expert, with little accountability by 
committees and oversight by the average voter.110 His fear for government 
sclerosis and disdain for rule by committee put his view at odds with other, 
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more leftish varieties for technocratic government. The only check in the 
system, in his mind, ought to be the moral and intellectual constitution of 
the persons in charge. This naturally excluded career politicians with few 
moral scruples; what he meant by natural aristocracy was an elite of 
engineers much like himself. People educated in other faculties aren’t 
mentioned at all. Slightly Messianic and certainly Christian in its 
undertones, he even went as far to use the metaphor of ‘the engineer as a 
herder of his flock’.111 
 This moral check on the executive engineers should, in the mind of 
Bush, not consist of some Biblical commandments, but should arise out of 
his character. A good engineer, and therefore a good leader, is somebody 
who ‘thinks straight amidst confusion’. He carried this statement as his 
unofficial motto, declaring that the difference between an ineffectual person 
and a good leader on account of this trait. Not mincing words, he declared: 
‘Writing straight and thinking straight is the difference between an 
incapable man and a man in power’. 112   Tellingly, the subtitle of his 
biography is ‘The Engineer for the American Century’. Laconic, rational, 
manly, technocratic, the engineer was seen as the ideal citizen in the 
heydays of the mechanical age. To be called a ‘sound man’ was the highest 
of praise.113 This is, of course, a rather different leader than idealized princes 
of the specula principorum of the humanist tradition, such as Machiavelli’s Il 
Principe or Erasmus’ guide to the future Charles V. Whereas any good 
humanist would ground this moral check on a careful study of the greatest 
of public virtue rather than engineering textbooks, the outcome is 
remarkably similar. Levelheadedness, calm, decisiveness, frank honesty, 
humility and rationality are all familiar virtues in the humanist canon, as are 
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the vices of laziness, dishonesty, a wanton indulgence in animal desires, 
vanity and hubris.  
3.3  The individual and the Vatican animal 
Having determined that Bush might have been an exemplary American but 
not a textbook humanist, the invention for which he’s included at all in this 
paper, the memex, the purported grandfather of the desktop computer, is 
analyzed.   
In a way, Vannevar Bush already had been one of the key persons at a 
communications revolution before starting to work on his memex. On 
account of his work on the cheap thermionic tubes for use in mass-available 
radio sets through his companies AMRAD and Raytheon, Bush could be 
counted as one of the instigators of the wave of radio sets, stations and the 
associated media culture that quickly swept the American landscape in the 
late 1910’s and early 1920’s. 114  If we follow Sloterdijks theory on the 
relegation of humanism to a subculture by the rise of the masses on the tails 
of mass radio and mass television – a medium also dependent on these tubes 
- Bush hastened the demise of the bürgerliche Nationalhumanismus rather 
than being the paragon of the elitist, bourgeois ruling class he represented 
and sought to expand. This seems to have happened by accident; there’s no 
evidence he spared any thought for the cultural implications of the 
innovations of his company.  
On account of his unreadable handwriting, Bush rarely wrote himself, 
instead constantly dictating to a staff of secretaries and assistants.115 Despite 
this flaw his output as both a scientific and administrative writer is sizeable, 
accompanied by a smattering of essays and letters. His own shortcomings 
notwithstanding, he placed the ability to make margin notes, sketches and 
handwritten mathematical formulae integral to the design of the memex. 
Practical almost to the gregarious, Bush tacitly seeks to solve the vexing and 
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embarrassing problem known to any researcher: keeping track (and losing) 
of countless little notes, loose thoughts and doodles on loose scraps of 
paper. It’s telling that a scanner plate to quickly scan sheets of paper is 
included in the desk. Although slightly ridiculous now, Bush also foresaw 
forehead-mounted cameras, and, a device for voice-to-text recording, the 
vocoder, to quickly make lasting and easy-to-find annotations.116 
 The design of the memex fully reflects Bush’s character as a 
headstrong individualist: before Bush, all systems of data management 
focused not on the individual, but on institutional use. Paul Otlet, a Belgian 
librarian whom is considered the father of information science, initiated this 
school of thought. An idealist, he sought to achieve world peace and 
spiritual enlightenment of mankind by collecting and unifying all human 
knowledge. This gargantuan task fell to a central organization, a grand 
library of indexed file cards, with filial branches of diminishing size in 
countries, regions, cities and villages. Otlet, a faithful catholic, modeled it on 
the model of centrally organized Church of Rome.117 He even cooperated 
with the architects Le Corbusier and Marcel Huysmans to design a new 
Vatican of knowledge, to be build either in Geneva at the offices of the 
League of Nations or outside of Brussels. This plan had some following in 
the United States, with enthusiastic supporters bankrolling Otlet and his 
plans. The plan for a new Vatican came to naught, but Otlet’s system of 
decimal classification became by way of the Dewey Decimal System the 
standard way of cataloging in the U.S.  
It was Bush who turned this Vatican thinking on its head, placing the 
user, and not the institution, at the center of his designs. The ‘Apostle of the 
Individual’ – as his biographer G. Pascal Zachary calls him in his chapter on 
the memex – always had the interest of the individual scientist at heart.118 
Having unsuccessfully worked with the Navy and several companies to 
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develop a machine, the Rapid Selector, for institutional use to automatize 
the managing of large volumes of microfilm. The frustrations of dealing with 
the slow and made him realize that the information revolution ought not to 
take place on the institutional level, but on the individual. Beside the 
practical aspects this Vaticanization of knowledge aroused the suspicion of 
Bush.  A remarkable parallel between the philosophy of the American 
humanist philosopher F.C.S. Schiller, who stated in his bundle of essays on 
humanism (1902) that mankind is an “animal naturaliter Vaticana”. Mankind, 
he argued, has a tendency to elevate certain ideas above criticism and place 
them in centralized, unchallengeable authorities. Conversely, Humanism, as 
he construed it, ought to be counter this inclination.119 This development is 
analogue as well to development of Christian Humanism and the 
subsequent reformation, breaking the hierarchy of the established Catholic 
Church and placing the faith and the path to salvation on the individual, 
rather than on an intercessive priesthood, again lending credit to the idea 
that American humanist thinking is by and large a result of Calvinist 
influences. 
Although an avowed skeptic of the humanities, the primary example 
given in AWMT is a historical one. Bush, an obsessive archer – practicing 
his aim in between wartime deliberations on the Mall in Washington120 – 
makes his point by taking a historical question: “The owner of the memex, 
let us say, is interested in the origin and properties of the bow and arrow. 
Specifically he is studying why the short Turkish bow was apparently 
superior to the English long bow in the skirmishes of the Crusades.” To 
answer this question, microfilm slides on the bows could be linked with 
several branching trails: for instance into technical matters of bow 
construction or into military writings on bow-and-arrow tactics. 121  The 
heuristic task of the historian is in his mind now changed: rather than 
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preparing a master document, such as a monograph, with several citations 
(monodirectional links) the product of the historian becomes a web, with the 
questionaring, connective and concluding remarks added as marginalia, or 
as paragraphs that become nodes in a network on their own. Visualizing 
this, the end products of the historian changed from a single table with 
many legs to a subway map with many connected lines and stations. These 
trails, or sets of trails, could be integrally shipped to the memex of another 
interested historian, thus setting the Befreundungsmotiv in motion again, 
although not with linear letters, but as a non-euclidian collection of notes 
(or rather, nodes).  
Displaying a rather naïve idea about the work the historian as 
archivist or chroniquer, he devotes a small paragraph to the utility of the 
memex in the historian’s toolbox. ‘The historian, with a vast chronological 
account of a people, parallels it with a skip trail which stops only on the 
salient items, and can follow at any time contemporary trails which lead him 
all over civilization at a particular epoch. There is a new profession of 
trailblazers, those who find delight in the task of establishing useful trails 
through the enormous mass of common record. The inheritance from the 
master becomes, not only his additions to the world’s record, but for his 
disciples the entire scaffolding by which they were erected’.122 
The obvious weakness of the memex system is corruption of the 
record; there’s no systematic check on bad practices like unnecessary 
duplicates, plagiarism, dead links, and so on. The solution to this lies, in 
typical fashion, not in external control or internal checks in the system, but 
in a strong moral code in the user.  
Summarizing the influence of Bush on the digital world is not an easy 
task, with two articles on the topic concluding that his influence is often 
widely overstated, if only because never Bush never went beyond analog 
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machines. 123  For instance, Bush did not foresee a world wide web, but 
merely a new researcher’s tool. 124 On the other hand, his vision comes up in 
surprising ubiquitous way; the Apple Clickwheel (or any other scrolling 
function) way of cycling through lists of topically selected material is 
analogous to the functioning of the memex.125 From a historic perspective, 
his influence is unmistakable: no treatise on the history of computing is 
complete without it, and many subsequent works (such as the ones written 
by Engelbart and Nelson) contain the AMWT article in full. This has 
perhaps something to do with the clear, optimistic and understandable 
language of the article that allows an easy heroification of Bush and the 
publishing of AWMT as a landmark moment in computing history.126 For the 
practice of historiography as a humanistic pursuit, the most important factor 
of his legacy is the breaking of the traditional linearity of the produce of 
historiographical labor and the introduction of annotated networks of 
knowledge instead.   
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4  Douglas Engelbart 
 
Figure 4 Engelbart giving a lecture.127 
One copy of The Atlantic Monthly magazine found its way to the Pacific front, 
where a young Radar operator of the Navy, Douglas Carl Engelbart, picked it 
up in an improvised Red Cross Library. 128  It proved to be a felicitous 
encounter: 23 years later, this man was to stun the computer world with 
what has been described as “The Mother of All Demos”, or MOAD. In this 
demonstration Engelbart introduce an audience of academics and industry 
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people gathered in a Brook’s Hall in San Francisco to his oNLine System, a 
computer for system of scientific cooperation that dwarfed the memex in 
scope and ambition. Sitting in his laboratory in Menlo Park, the entire 
presentation was streamed over a live video link, a first at the time. As if this 
weren’t impressive enough, the presentation introduced basically all the 
features of modern desktop computer use: text processing, e-mail, direct 
messaging, and accounting, all happening in a windowed operating 
system.129 The implications for future computer design were enormous; to 
this day, desktop and laptop computing still follows the same basic 
principles. ‘This demonstration turned out to be a transformative cultural 
moment – akin to the Moon landing, even if it wasn’t as widely published’.130  
In terms of hardware, too, Engelbart’s model still by and large 
survives. Rather than the complicated array of two screens, a scanner plate, 
a forehead mounted camera, a complicated switchboard and a vocoder 
included in the memex, the team at Stanford Research Institute (SRI) boiled 
down the hardware to one screen, an alphanumerical keyboard and a 
mouse, invented in-house. A five-key keyset for the left hand, to give 
commands in the form of musical chords, unfortunately hasn’t survived to 
the present.131  
Several years before the MOAD Engelbart published the intellectual 
foundation for his designs in a report to the Airforce Office of Scientific 
Research, his funder at the time, called ‘Augmenting the Human Intellect: a 
Conceptual Framework’.132 The gist of the 138-page memo, written much 
more spirited than its bureaucratic nature implies, is that all people are 
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surrounded by an augmenting structure comprised of language and artifacts, 
in which people operate according to certain methods and techniques. For 
example, a screwdriver is an A(rtifact) used in woodworking M(ethod) to turn 
screws, a T(echnique). Important to note is that these four elements are 
interdeperent: changes in one leads to change in the others. A new artifact, 
for instance, requires a new word (or a composite word, or a change in 
meaning.  
The challenge Engelbart set himself was to improve this H-LAM/T 
system, working from two assumptions, that a) our present augmenting 
structure is unable to challenge the problems of the modern world, such as 
climate change and developing advanced pharmaceuticals, and b) that the 
augmenting structure, up until now, has grown chaotically and frequently 
led humanity in harmful directions. His mission was to  ‘put humanity back 
in the driver’s seat’ of the development of this structure, and his Artifact of 
choice to reach this goal was the new computer. The method, conversely, 
was raising the collective IQ: in his mind, individual scientists could no 
longer get a good grip on the state of the art in certain sciences, thus 
requiring teams of intellectual workers to make progress.133  
The interaction with the system takes places in hierarchical structures 
of sequential actions. For example, a morning routine of making coffee 
might consist of a few steps using a few tools, and the construction of an 
airliner is made of countless little actions using a great many tools and 
artifacts. For intellectual labor, the structure is somewhat different. Here 
Engelbart delineates three levels. At the bottom is the symbolic layer; here, 
individual symbols (letters, numbers) are arranged and modified. Above it is 
the conceptual layer, consisting of concepts expressed in strings of symbols, 
such as words and integers, forming meaningful structures, such as 
languages or mathematical systems. On top is the mental layer, in which all 
the content below is combined. This is necessary, because the description of 
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many things requires several conceptual structures at once. Working from 
the ground up Engelbart asserts that all layers are limited by the layer 
below; improved in the conceptual structures should therefore begin with 
modifying the symbolic structure. As an example the introduction of Arabic 
numerals to Europe is given, which allowed for far more complex 
mathematics than the cumbersome roman numerals used before.134  
All this theory on processes, structures and efficiency would merit 
little attention outside of the plebeian semi-academic disciplines practiced 
in schools of business and governance were it not for the fact that Engelbart 
places L – language – at the center of his theory. He was highly influenced 
by the theories of the talented dilettant linguist (and professional chemical 
engineer) Benjamin Lee Whorf who had developed the highly intuitive (and 
therefore often criticized) hypothesis of linguistic relativism, which 
proposed that humans conceptualize their cognitive process according to 
the language they spoke; in other words, speakers of different languages see 
the world in a different light. Engelbart inferred from this that one of the 
most powerful tools to ameliorate the H-LAMT/T structure was changing 
the language and the way language was used and structured.135  
Preceded by the poignant observation that operating computers 
becomes much more of a linguistic task than a mathematical one as the 
programming becomes complex, and therefore needing a programming 
language instead of simple mathematical operations, the majority of the 
report treats the question of how humans can structure their language more 
effectively through the use of computers.136 The trivial advantages are clear; 
first of all, a digital text editor is a significant improvement over the 
typewriter or the notepad, because corrections and reshuffles are a lot easier 
and doesn’t involve as much glue and tipex. Digital storage is also much 
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more space efficient than paper archives. Secondly, the sharing of text via e-
mail or direct message vastly improves the speed of communication.  
Beside the trivialities Engelbart presented several interesting ideas 
about how to improve the transmission of scientific knowledge when the 
boundaries of paper have been lifted. Like Bush, he broke with linearity, but 
more finely attuned to the needs of writers (instead of engineers) Engelbart 
proposed to keep the separate, referable document intact. Also, he notes 
that writers of history doesn’t always work chronologically: on the contrary, 
historians often treat several aspects of a problem (economic, ideological, 
societal) side by side, but are forced to present them in a linear way, thus 
implying an order of importance: by presenting several aspects side by side 
as different branches in a narrative instead of consecutive blocks, Engelbart 
tried to mitigate this effect. 137 
These documents are structured in three layers: one middle layer, 
consisting of blocks of normal, running text. Above it a superstructure, 
mainly comprised of a map or guide to the document. Instead of a linear 
table of contents it would resemble an interactive organogram or ‘subway 
map’ of topics. The lower layer was composed of a ‘basement’ and a bottom 
in which links, supportive documents, asides etc. were stored. 138  The 
documents are to be explicitly structured, with clear on-screen indications. 
Furthermore, the structure preceded the content: when writing, a writer 
would first select the structure from a list in the system, and then fill it with 
content. This is normal practice for longer texts, but Engelbart proposed to 
extend it to all levels of a document: by imposing a pre-set structure to a 
sentence, clause, paragraph or document Engelbart, still an engineer at 
heart, claimed that  
‘It proves to be terrifically useful to be able to work easily with statements 
that represent more sophisticated and complex concepts/ Sort of like being 
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able to use structural members that are lighter and stronger – it gives you 
new freedom in building structures’.139   
Before getting to the humanistic content of his work, it’s worthwhile 
to recount the tale of the actual influence AWMT had on Engelbart. The 
‘myth of the Philippine hut’ is, in spite of its romantic attraction slightly less 
epochal than some historians of the computer portrayed it. In a letter to 
Vannevar Bush dating to 1962, Engelbart thanks Bush for his inspiring 
article and offers him a condensed version of the program. Because of this, 
and a lengthy citation of As We May Think in the AHI-report, Bush is usually 
seen as a direct influence on Engelbart. This connection is however not as 
direct as it may seem, as Engelbart confesses that, until a 1959 rediscovery, 
he rarely worked with Bush’s material at all. Engelbart’s description of the 
work of Bush in his AHI-report is none to flattering, in any case, since he 
merely cites it as a primitive, easy to graps example of the kind of conceptual 
shifts – from indexes to links by association – he wants to incorporate in his 
augmented systems. Despite this contentious link Engelbart declared in a 
2002 interview that it’s perfectly fine to draw a direct connection, since, in 
his words, history changes according to the need and the narrative of the 
user. This goes to show once again that Engelbart, although an engineer by 
training, had an excellent intuitive grasp on historiography.140 
Besides direct textual influence Engelbart, some other more general 
comparisons can be made between the two. The augmentation of the human 
intellect should be undertaken as an engineering project, swapping, 
redesigning and replacing parts of the system in a decidedly engineering-
based frame of mind, reminiscent of the process of revising a complex 
mechanical structure, such as an automobile. Unlike Bush he intended his 
work to be broadly compatible in any part of society, not just in the work of 
scientists (especially in the natural sciences). This idea of broad application 
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stemmed from a much greater trust in the other sciences besides 
engineering; throughout his career, Engelbart employed a wide variety of 
scientist from all faculties in his teams, especially psychologists. 141  Here, 
perhaps, we see a break in the culture of American Engineering as 
mentioned in the previous chapter.  
An electric engineer by training and a pioneer in the hardware 
department, Engelbart never saw himself as an engineer nor even a very 
mathematically inclined person, preferring instead to focus on the discursive 
relation of humans and technology.142 The techno-optimistic element and the 
belief that mankind’s problems can be tackled through technology seems 
unabated, be it this time with the aid of integrated applications not designed 
for the individual, but for a group of collaborating users. 
4.1  Processed humanist 
The large and well-ordered online archives on Douglas Engelbart are 
curiously void of any references to the supernatural; all the documents, from 
his childhood memories to his obituaries, are silent on his religious 
leanings. Leaving no autobiographical works or correspondence on the 
matter, the only windows onto his outlook in life are the interviews he gave 
to various academics and journalists. Because the extent of his importance 
only came comparably late in his life, at the time the Internet grew in 
relevance, most of these interviews are retrospective in character. As with all 
aspects of his work, a single, coherent story emerges that is repeated without 
much variation, such as in the interview for the New York Times with John 
Markoff.143 Indeed, in a retrospect in the journal of the ACM it is stated that 
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Engelbart was remarkably tenacious in such a fast-moving field, sticking to 
his basic ideas for over 50 years without fundamental change.144  
In short, Engelbart had a severe personal crisis in his mid-twenties: 
frightened by the prospect of both the career paths open to him, the dozy 
life of a minor assistent professor or the uncreative, highly directed life of a 
corporate researcher, he dreaded a life of gregarious obscurity. Epiphanies 
are best treated with skepticism, but as the testimonial stands, there’s little 
else out there to challenge the narrative, and this epiphanic thinking has 
both shaped Engelbart’s own work and the subsequent analysis thereof. 
Thierry Bardini, who wrote a highly detailed account of Engelbart’s exploits, 
recounts the episode with a touch of pathos: 
December 11, 1950. Alone in his car on his way to work, blinded by the 
sudden light, this thought dawned on him: “My life is pretty much over.” An 
abstract death if you will, this nagging feeling when you are 25 years old. 
Over, done. All that he could have done, and more, was done. A 
sudden feeling, and its aftermath, leaving him empty like a drying puddle 
after a rain. Over, done. And then? 
 
All that he could have hoped for, and more, was accomplished. Surviving a 
depression, the Great Depression, surviving a war, the Second World War. 
Getting a job, finding love, getting engaged. 25 years old, going 
downhill, comfortably, toward retirement. What else? 
 
Answer: “I ought to do something (else) with my life.” The rest is sheer 
stubbornness.145 
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 The revelation came in the form of a sudden insight in the 
capabilities of the computer. Engelbart, mainly trained to work on cathode 
ray tube displays, a form of display he used a lot during his time as a naval 
radar operator connected the display to the new digital computer: until 
then, computers – used solely for mathematical work - gave output mostly in 
paper printouts. By adding the two together, Engelbart felt, he could create 
a machine that could be used to augment the human intelligence. Bardini 
analyzed this moment as follows in a blog post:  
‘His thoughts about the computer became the center of his conceptual and 
practical articulation of his very own idiosyncratic version of processed 
humanism. A unique combination of mid-century USA 
cybernetics, phenomenology, and materialist dialectics that 
suddenly crystallized in a personal philosophy he would never question.’146 
 Unscrambling this post-modernist garble of terms reveals interesting 
connections. Working backwards, firstly, we encounter ‘material dialectics’. 
This may be overinterpretation on Bardini’s part, since no evidence of any 
dialectics is found in Engelbart’s work. Secondly there’s phenomenology; as 
the leading thinker on man/machine interactions by means of sensory input 
and motoric output, this element is self-evident. The mid-century USA 
cybernetics could well be equated with the main subject of this thesis: the 
cultural analysis of how the ‘helmsmanship’ in the digital world emerged 
from a certain strain in American culture. Coming to the most interesting 
term of the statement, processed humanism, it is clear that Bardini has taken a 
leaf from the books of the influential Canadian media theorist Marshall 
McLuhan.  
In McLuhan’s theory, the meaning of the term processed is 
confounded in the idea that all our experience of the outside world is 
processed by the metaphors of the media. In an experimental work, The 
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Media is the Massage (a play on his own maxim ‘The Media is the Message’), 
he states that: 
All media work us over completely. They are so persuasive in their personal, 
political, economic, aesthetic, psychological, moral, ethical, and social 
consequences that they leave no part of us untouched, unaffected, unaltered. 
The medium is the massage. Any understanding of social and cultural 
change is impossible without a knowledge of the way media work as 
environments.’147 
The analysis and restructuring of these media structures is essential 
to Engelbart’s work. The connection with humanism is not accidental; in 
the legacy of McLuhan several humanisms cross paths. For a start, he was a 
(converted) Catholic humanist in tradition of Thomas Aquinas, 148  and 
devoted an essay to the question of Catholic Humanism. The most profound 
influence of his Catholic faith on his media theories is the ‘ancient Catholic 
hope’ that chaotic, violent Age of Anxiety – also a term coined by McLuhan - 
brought about by the emergence of mass media could be brought to an end 
by an epiphany, a sudden moment of reason in the technocratic world. 
Technological humanism, he wrote, therefore ought to concern itself with 
discovering the hidden rules of the technical apparatus around us. In the 
end, completing the triad of competing humanism, this ought so save 
civilization from chaos and reinstate the failed project of civil humanism. 
The same theme of the failure of civil or national humanism that pervades 
Sloterdijk’s essay emerges here, but without the fatalism of the German 
cynic.149 
 The comparison of Bardini therefore makes sense, although 
Engelbart’s down-to-earth works are far not infused with redemptory 
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Catholic theology. Rather than hoping for an all-out reversal, he saw the 
process of augmenting the human intellect essentially as process of many 
small constructive steps. In this he echoes Karl Popper, another philosopher 
counted in the American humanist tradition by Cliteur, who argued against 
historism and grand philosophical programs in general. Utopian 
engineering, he said, was a malevolent trend started by Plato that tried to 
reconstruct society on the basis of a single, utopian blueprint. Improvement 
on society should therefore be constrained to ‘piecemeal engineering’ – 
small, bit by bit improvements.150 The obvious paradox here is that Engelbart 
couched his program in the language of a grand design, but operated by the 
pragmatic method of piecemeal engineering. The goals, however, the 
understanding of the technocratic structure around us and the restoration of 
civil society, remained the same. 
In terms of education it comes hardly as a surprise that Engelbart also 
sought to improve the M/T part of the system, as enshrined in the education 
system, although fully developed plans are scarce when concerned with the 
teaching of the humanities. He did argue for a rigorous training in the use 
and operation of his systems. Engelbart rather designed systems that where 
tremendously powerful when combined with training, than systems that 
were simple in capabilities but intuitive to use. This proved to be the 
downfall of his work: with such steep learning curves, his programs failed to 
attract funding and Engelbart spend most of his life scrambling for cash 
when others made billions on his inventions151. believing that knowledge 
should be free, Engelbart never even patented the mouse. Users had 
difficulty too: “Engelbart, for better or for worse, was trying to make a 
violin” his friend and fellow computer pioneer Alan Kay recounts “Most 
people don’t want to learn the violin.”152  
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4.2  Tools for Thought 
 The pioneer spirit that so pervaded the work of Bush is hardly 
present in the legacy of Engelbart. Working in a time when counterculture 
challenged the traditional American narrative, severely weakened by the 
effects of the dirty wars fought on the fringes of the Western power bloc, 
Engelbart aims his efforts not at a distant goal over the horizon, but to 
pressing matters within easy conceptual grasp. Pleading for augmentation of 
the collective intellect he makes his case not by referring to a manifest 
destiny, but to alleviate pressing problems like climate change, finding a 
cure cancer or solving world hunger. These ideas seem big enough in their 
own right, but are categorically different than the abstract ideals of the 
frontier mentality.  
 Another marked point of difference with Bush is his stance on the 
individual. Better said, the individual rarely figures on his own in 
Engelbart’s model of computer science. The great power of networked 
computing is, according to Engelbart, the bundling of individual effort for a 
collective goal. The computer of Engelbart is therefor in essence not an 
individual machine – a personal computer – but only a node in a branched, 
cooperative network. The quiet and soft spoken Engelbart also totally lacks 
the brash, arrogant and elitist aspects that determine much of Bush’s 
personal convictions. Although his methods and programs were famously 
difficult to implement and learn and never caught on outside of a section of 
academia that had brains and time aplenty to learn it, his invitation extended 
to all; there is no trace of the hope for the emergence of a natural aristocracy 
or a technocratic society of engineers as in Bush’s work.153 
 This focus on the team and not on the individual also leaves little 
room for the idealization of an ideal or universal man. In fact, this is the 
point identified as the main break between classical, liberal humanism and 
Engelbart’s theories. Belinda Barnet argues that in the classical, liberal 
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system language and culture reside within man, and tools without. Tools, she 
writes, citing Kate Hayles, the seminal researcher on Post-Humanism, ‘can 
be picked up and dropped’ by the liberal man. In Engelbarts system 
language, culture and tools are part of the same augmented structure around 
(without) the human being.154  Furthermore, there is no ideal man or set of 
ideal characteristics to aim for. Engelbart’s program was only aimed at 
putting humanity again in charge of the evolution of the H-LAM/T system. 
In other words, the Augment program dealt only with direction, not with 
eventual goals within the structure, but only with goals outside it.  
4.3  H-LAM/T  
To review the influence on the humanistic practice this thesis itself ought to 
be enough proof: conceived entirely on an Engelbartian 
screen/keyboard/mouse machine, with use of many of the techniques 
introduced at the MOAD, Engelbarts influence is inescapable. Sloterdijk 
may have declared this timeframe to be post-epistolary, but you wouldn’t 
know it by the amount of e-epistles that were exchanged between the author 
and his advisor and fellow students. By dint of the individual nature of the 
history MA degree a large part of the cooperative nature of the project is 
occluded. The many instant messages send to classmates for advice, 
translations or purely out of an enthusiasm for sharing the many wonderful 
details encountered in the material make the process far more cooperative 
than the net result shows. 
 The learning experience of writing a project on a scale like this, the 
end point of a career as a student, is in many ways an exercise in 
ameliorating the personal H-LAM/T system. Via thesis seminars, 
handbooks, useful blogs and of course sagely advice from more experienced 
fellow historians the LAM/T are constantly updated during the process of 
writing. It might take a few turns into blind alleys, frustrations with broken 
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or badly designed software and some personal confrontations, but, in the 
end, in order to come to a conclusive result, some form of a functioning 
system of heuristics and writing evolved.  
 It was, however, not as Engelbartian as it could. In a way, Andries van 
Dam, another luminary in the computer world, remarked at the time of 
Engelbart’s death, ‘Computer could go back to the future’. By this he meant 
that the computer world could return to the integrated software suite of the 
original NLS system, instead of staying in the balkanized state of many 
different programs or applications from a multitude of developers large and 
small.155 Besides the software Balkanization the end product of this thesis, an 
annotated document, could very well be much more useful when presented 
as a document structured along Engelbart’s ideas of layered structures and a 
non-linear organic markup, but as long as the venerable standard of the 
journal article remains in place, this is unlikely to change. The explicit 
structuring has also been halted at paragraph level, so the running text is 
probably far heavier, opaque and decorated than it needs to be to convey 
Engelbart’s legacy.  
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5  Theodor Holm Nelson 
 
Figure 5 Ted Nelson156 
‘Ted Nelson, vous êtes un philosophe et un poète que veut mettre les 
technologies au service de la philosophie et de la poésie.’ 157 With these 
words Catherine Tasca, the minister of culture in the cabinet of Lionel 
Jospin, named Ted Nelson as an Officier des arts et lettres. An unlikely honor; 
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whereas Engelbart was personally given a congressional medal by president 
Clinton himself, Nelson is by and large shunned by the establishment in his 
country of birth. The French, recognizing a fine grand, poetic and slightly 
utopic vision when they see one, did confer him a knighthood for his 
invention of the word hypertext - an inveterate minter of neologisms, he 
believes that ‘every idea needs a new word to swing it by’ 158 - and the 
decades-long work to further refine and implement the concept in his own 
grand hypertext project, Xanadu. This raises the question what hypertext is; 
to avoid getting lost in the sizeable library that since his invention in 1965 
has appeared on the subject Nelson’s own definition is used here:  
‘Let me introduce the word “hypertext” to mean a body of written or 
pictorial material interconnected in such a complex way that it could not 
conveniently be presented or represented on paper’.159  
Before going to the technicalities of his hypertext idea, it is important 
to note that Nelson developed them from a different background than the 
other two mentioned authors. Unlike Bush, the gearhead technocrat, or 
Engelbart, idealist engineer, Nelson comes from the liberal arts, and is 
indeed rather more a philosophe and poète than the other two. Growing up in 
an artistic family his intellectual development did not take place in the 
machine shop or the tinkering shed, but in the museums, cinemas and 
concert halls of Chicago and New York. 160 A voracious reader and well 
informed on the classics, his works contain far more Shakespeare than they 
do mathematical formulae, with Nelson being considerably more 
comfortable with the former. A gifted writer and speaker with a knack for 
engaging one-liners Nelson, previously a talented but unmotivated dabbler 
in journalism and advertising, still considers making films his true calling, 
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despite never producing a full-length feature film.161 A solid background in 
sociology from years of studying and teaching at various campuses across 
the U.S. completes his intellectual résumé, but his work is largely devoid of 
any sociological theorizing and certainly lacks any of the reproachable 
statistical reductions of the social sciences. Rather than seeing history as just 
a technical report of actual events, Nelson sees writing history for what it is: 
an art form, aimed at reducing an impossibly complex and chaotic echo of 
reality into a consistent story.  As he states in the introduction of Geeks 
Bearing Gifts: ‘History is fractal. The closer you look, the more complication 
you find. Telling history is choosing the complications that will give the 
most insight.’162  
His own history with the AWMT article started early, by his own 
remembrance, when he came upon it as an eight-year-old child reading it in 
his grandparent’s copy of The Atlantic. In this unreliable first person 
narrative, he says to remember being captivated by the imaginative language 
and the grand ideas of the article. Regardless of the veracity of his story, 
Nelson rediscovered the article roughly at the same time as Engelbart did, in 
the late ‘50’s and wove the ideas of the trails in the memex into his own 
ideas of hypertext. Like Engelbart in the AHI-report, Nelson reprinted 
AWMT in full in his most exhaustive treaty on his system. 163 Instead of 
writing Bush a letter, Nelson called him one day, only to neglect to follow up 
on the Bush’s invititation to discuss the memex, because Nelson felt that 
Bush ‘sounded too much like a sports coach over the phone’, to his regret 
later on.164 
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Because of his solid grounding in the classics and more than a 
passing interest in any realm governed by the Muses, his work far less naïve 
in its analysis of the humanist practice, but it is at the same time clouded 
with the romanticism, passion and love for the arts that has led to a 
significant dissonance between Nelson and the technically minded people in 
the computer industry. On the other hand, with his focus on actual systems 
design, Nelson has encountered resistance as well from the arts community 
that has little understanding, or even a little fear, of the inner workings of 
the computer. He therefore occupies a special position between the ‘Tekkies 
and the Fluffies’ as he characteristically calls them.165   
Unlike the previous two men Nelson hasn’t been subject of a major 
biographical effort, but is a prolific autobiographer. His bitter and combative 
memoir, POSSIPLEX: Movies, Intellect, Creative Control, My Computer Life and 
the Fight for Civilization starts of with a raucous first line: ‘I am writing my 
history because they say history is written by the winners, and I still intend 
to win.’166 Winning, to Nelson, means the implementation of his Xanadu 
system instead of the World Wide Web. His other works have many 
personal details mixed in with the technical matters as well. Frustrated with 
the limitations of paper, many of his works look more like scrapbooks, 
mixing blocks of text with illustrations, drawings and hand-written addenda. 
It’s perfectly clear that systems design, for Nelson, is as much a personal 
mission as it is an intellectual challenge. Beside technical summaries of his 
work little has been written on Nelson as a person, save for a vitriolic article 
in Wired magazine167 and a few admiring paragraphs in Lanier’s Who owns 
the Future?. The following paragraphs come with the caveat that many of the 
ideas below are distorted through the lens of autobiography and suffer from 
a lack of reflection in the secondary sources. In the secondary literature the 
bias is overwhelming towards the images of potentiality, largely in highly 
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technical literature on systems design that pays scant attention to the 
philosophical or historical implications of his theories.  
 
Figure 6 Nelson's big ideas involve complicated writings in convoluted codices, mixing text, 
drawings and notes.168 
5.1  Rosebud 
It comes as no surprise then that Nelson delved into one of the greats of 
English literature to find a title for his life work: his choice fell on Xanadu, 
the fabled palace of Kubla Kahn, the center stage of Samuel Taylor 
Coleridge’s poem of the same name. Xanadu is also firmly entrenched in the 
common cultural consciousness of the United States by virtue of the film 
Citizen Kane, widely regarded as the best film, or at least the critically most 
acclaimed, of all time.169 His love of literature and language needs to be 
stresses to understand his designs for interacting with computers. First of all 
it should be noted that Nelson deplores the term computer: this leads to the 
false belief that computers are intrinsically mathematical devices, guided by 
a set of predetermined rules, that have literary use only as an extra, 
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accidental feature. 170  To Nelson computers are the ultimate projection 
devices, with projection here used in the psychological sense. Like the 
famous Rorschach blot, Nelson argues, computers are what people make 
them out to be. Their programmable nature and undetermined state means 
that computers only are what people want them to be, neither natural 
calculators nor intrinsic communicatory devices. 171  His two alternatives 
Dream Machines and Literary Machines sadly failed to catch on.172  
 His life work consists of two great projects: Project Xanadu and the 
zzStructures file system, with the latter being a technical implementation of 
the first. Roughly speaking, Xanadu deals with a generalized system for 
writing and publishing media by digital means. As with Engelbart’s NLS 
system, Xanadu enables reading, writing, editing, inclusion of other media 
and online collaboration, again instead of the balkanized collection of 
applications and programs that characterize other systems. Especially 
heinous in his mind is the tendency to support this balkanization by means 
of paper simulation; this tendency to transform versatile digital data into 
sheets of paper only legible by separate, specialist programs greatly adds to 
the complexity of a system whilst offering reduced functionality. The PDF, 
nothing more than a digitized representation of a sheet of paper but with 
even less functionality than real paper (annotations in pdf are only possible 
with great difficulty and limited transferability) especially draws his ire. 
‘Paper simulation is retrograde. Imitating paper is to me like tearing the 
wings off a 747 and driving it on the highway like a bus.’173  
The crucial difference is that Nelson, thinking from the perspective of 
somebody in the creative industry, lays emphasis on the place of copyright 
and royalties. Unlike many governmental Anti-piracy authorities that try to 
impose traditional copyright laws on a fundamentally different digital world, 
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Nelson radically rethought the basics of the system: in Xanadu, accessing of 
material would automatically set a system of micropayments in motion: as 
soon as the reader accessed a part of the hypertext structure, the author got 
payed.  To clarify, if this text was a true Nelsonian hypertext, the writer 
would be the owner; when read in the Xanadu system by another user, the 
owner automatically gets paid his royalties; all the owners of transcluded (a 
term explained below) material would get royalties as well; The Atlantic gets 
paid for transclusions of AWMT, the Douglas Engelbart foundation for 
transclusions of the AHI-report and Ted Nelson for quotes from his 
memoir.174  
The buying and selling of knowledge, he explains with a good look 
over his shoulder to the humanist past, has changed: ‘In a sense, this is the 
end of the era of Aldus Manutius (creator the personal book) and Erasmus, 
symbol of the Renaissance, who said: ‘When I have money I buy books; if 
there is any left over I buy food and clothing’.175 Note that there is no central 
authority collecting and distributing the funds: money changes hands 
directly between owner and rights holder. The Xanadu infrastructure is also 
different than the current system of Internet Service Providers (ISP’s, 
privately held corporations); Nelson envisaged Xanadu as a public utility, 
much like the city water works.176  
 These, of course, are the things happening off screen. On screen the 
Xanadu system radically diverges from the standard practice of presenting 
web pages as running text. Rather than storing the markup of the text, the 
entire system runs in a separate layer of code. If we were to convert Nelson’s 
beloved Shakespeare to hypertext by starting with one of those big 
‘Complete Works’-editions, all the text would have to be entered without 
any order or structure, except for the order of symbols, of course (‘to be or 
not to be’ makes little sense when ordered as oooretbneot) in the lower 
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layer; in the upper, boundaries and connections in and between texts are 
made.177 This layer, the EDL or Extended Document List, also defines the 
boundaries of ownership, linking documents to users (and thus facilitating 
the micropayment system). One important restriction in Xanadu is that only 
the owners of documents may change the document boundaries: this keeps 
creative control in the hands of the author.  
This is interplay between a more or less chaotic soup of data and a 
ordering layer is important for two reasons: first of all it makes ordering text 
in wide range of ways possible, as explained below, and secondly, it supports 
the existence of transclusions. Another word coined by Nelson, a 
transclusion is the quotation of a snippet of text from any source, but unlike 
a quotation, no copy of the snippet: in traditional Word or PDF documents, 
or on paper, for that matter, a quote is a copy: a transclusion is an inclusion 
of the same text by means of a link established in the upper code layer. 
Elements of the ‘soup’ of information in the lower layer can therefore be 
present in a great many documents defined and generated by the EDL.178 
Text is not guided by markup code embedded in the text, but by 
‘views’ determined by the author. In a traditional paper editions, or simple 
webpages made with HTML, the editor imposes the structure: the 
presentation is immutable by the reader. When opening sonnet 18 in a paper 
book there necessarily is a line break between ‘Shall I compare thee to a 
Summer’s day?’ And ‘Thou art more lovely and more temperate’ according 
to the traditional rules of representing sonnets. In Xanadu, this doesn’t have 
to be the case: the reader can, at will move the bits around or even start a 
new document with new text spliced in with the old one. This has limited 
use in the rearranged of poetry – although it would be an interesting artistic 
experiment in and all by itself, reminiscent of William S. Burroughs’ cut-up 
technique – it has important implications for scholarship.  
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These views order the floating cloud of text, according to the need of 
the user. A reader reading the Great Gatsby at leisure, for instance, could 
select as a view just a pleasantly readable, uncluttered version with not 
much on the screen besides the running text of the work. A scholar reading 
the novel by F. Scott Fitzgerald in preparation for a paper might choose a 
very complicated view, with the text complete with notes, marginalia and 
comments by other experts. What’s more, at the touch of a button, the 
reader can switch between annotated, linked versions and running text. To 
name a trivial example, coming to the scene where the main characters are 
drinking Mint Juleps in a New York hotel room a thirsty reader could switch 
to the enriched, annotated and linked version and click on ‘Mint Juleps’ to 
be linked to the recipe for this classic cocktail in a bartender’s manual.  
The pride and joy of the Xanadu interface is the parallel textface, 
meaning the ability to display two or more texts side by side. Inspired by 
Origen’s hexapla, in which the Bible was compiled in six side-by-side 
versions in several languages, Nelson sees the primary application of 
hypertext in presenting streams of text assembled from the vast data 
continuum next to related texts, commentaries, and other connected 
works.179 Note that this is a dynamic system: the user can, at any time shuffle 
the text faces about, change them or add a new one. In this textface links 
between texts are visualized by colored connections, like Bush envisioned 
with his colored trails. Unlike Bush (or the usual hyperlink of the major 
browsers) these links are not point-to-point. A hyperlink, in its common 
usage now is a one-dimensional Euclidian line, a straight connection 
without thickness, moving in just one direction. Nelson changes this, by 
giving links in texts two points to refer to, a beginning and an end. The links 
therefore do not look like straight lines, but like skewed parallelograms. 
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Also, they are bi-directional: in Xanadu connections can be travelled in both 
ways.180 
One of the great strengths of the Xanadu system is the ability to 
rapidly change views or switch visible connections, notes, translations etc. 
on and off. The flexibility in the selection (and, user-creation) of views offers 
many possibilities for the historian. For example, a collection of the names 
and data on British royal family could, because it is stored in a non-ordered 
fashion, be subjected to any order the reader wants: it could either be 
presented as a chronological list, an alphabetical one, or a family tree, all of 
course zoomable, clickable and possibly connected to a great number of 
links. If desired the family tree could even be visualized as a fancy, 3D tree. 
Experiments with zzStructures showed that zzStructure is exceedingly 
effective in representing genealogical data. 181 Projects like the interactive 
map of abstract artists between 1910-1925 182  (see illustration) could be 
generated in moments; with the data associated still persistent in all other 
places it has been transcluded. What’s more: if any of the underlying data is 
changed, it changes everywhere, making corrections or the inclusion of new 
findings extremely easy. 
  
Figure 7 an interactive map showing the connections between many different artists of the 
modernist period. 
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Much of this is shaped by Nelson’s own peculiar lightning brain; 
rejecting the formal definition of Attention Deficit Disorder he calls his 
condition a ‘butterfly mind’, an insatiable and quickly bored but extremely 
fast and witty contraption, as attested by his co-workers and acquaintances. 
‘The study of ideas and their flight’, he calls his quest to tame his own mind 
and to channel the multitude of fleeting ideas that pass through it. 183 
Overburdened by millions of notes, thousands of hours of video tape 
(Nelson insists on videotaping his every waking hour) the fight for Xanadu 
seems mostly a fight for Nelson to keep his own mind in check – the curse of 
Xanadu, driving both Coleridge and Welles to the ground – also seems to 
have Nelson in its grip. His obsessive fear of forgetting extends to Xanadu; 
many pages of the documentation are devoted to checks and balances to 
keep the system from losing data, and his hypertext documents as a rule 
keep any and all previous versions, plus a log of the changes made, so new 
ideas can never replace the old ones. Very few people share this peculiar 
constellation of neurological traits; as any good creator, Nelson created 
Xanadu largely in his own image.   
‘Nelson, with his unfocused energy, his tiny attention span, his omnivorous 
fascination with trivia, and his commitment to recording incidents whose 
meaning he will never analyze, is the human embodiment of the information 
explosion.’184 
5.2  Firebrand humanist 
In his candid reminiscences he leaves little doubt to his personal 
convictions. ‘God doesn’t exist’ is part of his oft-repeated four maxims185 and 
he describes in some detail his process of becoming a disbeliever in his 
school years, partly because of his natural aversion to authority.186 Besides 
this negative atheism, Nelson chose to preface his memoirs with a short 
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statement on what he does believe: ‘my religion is human creativity and 
human freedom’.187 Furthermore, in his book Literary Machines and on one 
of his project websites, transliterature.org, Nelson positively describes 
himself as a humanist, albeit more in the literary than in the theological 
sense under the term of system humanist.  
‘In the broader view, the goals of tomorrow’s text systems will be the long 
ones of civilization – education, understanding, human happiness, the 
preservation of humane traditions – but we must use today’s and tomorrow’s 
technologies. We who believe this are system humanists, striving to further 
the ideals of the humanist perspective by the best available means. This 
means finding the ways that human literature, art, and thought – including 
science, of course – may best be facilitated, preserved, and disseminated.’188   
The emphasis is Nelson’s and the content of this paragraph might well serve 
as a summary of the entirety of this paper, posed, of course, not as a 
research conclusion but as a research program. In this paragraph, 
humanism is presented as the guiding principle of systems design. Of the 
many paths leading to the understanding of the quandary whether humans 
have a free will or not, from scientific reasoning to philosophical 
meanderings, Nelson’s own approach is marked by the artistic. The 
possibility of the existence of art in a universe without a free will is a subject 
far to complex to treat here in any detail, but it is unquestionably Nelson’s 
opinion that the guiding light of his philosophy is the creative genius of the 
individual.  
Unlike his good friend Douglas Engelbart Nelson can be hardly 
grouped with him and McLuhan under the group of the ‘processed 
humanists’. In a way, Nelson’s thinking is far less sophisticated, or 
modelized, as Engelbart’s and the French philosophers that independently 
developed similar ideas. Although not clearly expressed, Nelson implicitly 
sees the computer still as a tool to be ‘picked up’ and used by the user. The 
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user, or artist, is not ‘processed’ by the media, but the artist shapes the 
medium. This has perhaps to do with the intended audience. Bush and 
Engelbart worked for scientists and engineers in search of efficient working 
methods, Nelson works for artists and ‘consumers’ of art and knowledge. 
Despite his far-reaching insights - he already predicted the scandals of the 
spying of the National Security Agency and the fight over copyright in 1974 - 
Nelson never got quite round describing the use of his systems for business 
users or engineers.189 
Already in the 1960’s and 70’s the question of computer aided 
education set the industry abuzz, with many companies sprouting up to 
bring the computer to the classroom. The liberal arts college, however, was 
a dream come true for Nelson: just as long as he filled the necessary amount 
of credits, any course was valid. Taking courses on philosophy, linguistics, 
music and a lot more things beside, Nelson was able to shop around to his 
hearts’ content. In retrospect he sought to integrate this free-floating liberal 
arts style to the regular school curriculum. Rote-learning aids, like 
flashcards, he dismissed as mere gadgetry; other forms of electronic 
education, like the ‘Socratic’ method of having kids answer dynamic 
questions posed by a computer were also wrongheaded, in his opinion, and 
a waste of programming power: having children freely roam around the 
Xanological structure, pursuing topics that caught their interest define his 
ideas on education.190 Having written extensively on education in both his 
core books and separate articles, much more than can be elaborated upon 
here, it suffices to say that Nelson fully confirms to Vanheste’s humanist 
ideal of a teacher that guides his students, propelled by their own interest 
rather than forced, through the rich literary and scientific corpus.191  
His trouble fitting in with the persons around him and his 
malcontence with the school system has led the Nelson from an early age to 
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seek his friends and mentors in books; the Befreundungsmotiv of Sloterdijk is 
an implicit theme of his autobiography. With lists of influencers, selected 
quotes and elaborate reflections his treatment of influences is Renaissance 
humanism at its best: wringing the corpus of extant literature for wisdom in 
the process of becoming a better, more edified self. Despite the gloss of 
modern technology the classic orientation of his ideas have not escaped 
academic classicists; over the past 25 years his Xanadu system has repeatedly 
come up in articles concerning the future of classical studies.192 It is telling 
that one early writer is under the impression that Nelson is a classicist 
himself. The same author explains that classical philology is essentially 
hypertext thinking on paper, ‘since the essence of philology is to explain one 
word, idiom, or passage in terms of others from the ancient canon’ using a 
collection of texts, commentaries and supporting works like glossaries, 
dictionaries and encyclopedias.193 
In another way classical studies lend themselves exceptionally well to 
hypertextual thinking. The problem with Xanadu, like the eponymous 
palace in the Welles movie, is sprawl: the amount of information very 
quickly overburdens the processing power of both man and machine. This is 
not the case with classical studies, since ‘the classics’, published in nice, 
uniform editions like the famous Loeb Classical Library, can comfortably fit 
in a large bookcase and, other than the odd discovery here and there, have 
ceased expanding; because a coherent system of ‘commonplaces’ has already 
been in place for centuries, the classics form a very well-determined domain 
of learning to try out the new ideas of hypertext.194      
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5.3  Renaissance 
The image of Nelson as a hypertext pioneer clashes with his own dislike for 
the use of metaphor in systems design. On occasion he as deplored the 
construing of using the Internet by means of nautical idiom. In his view 
reading and writing should stand on their own and systems should be 
designed to such a degree of simplicity that obviates the need for 
metaphor. 195 Literary illustration is more his style than metaphor; rather 
than seeing himself or his users as pioneers he prefers to illustrate his 
endeavors with quotes from literature and poetry. In the second layer of 
pioneerism, in the secondary literature, Nelson is often described as a lonely 
but important pioneer, making him the second subject of scrutiny in the 
previously cited study on pioneerism. Kitzmann also rails against Nelson, 
describing him just as Bush as a traditionalist behind a veil of modern 
technology. Especially Nelson’s whimsical and of opening a series of 
franchise Hyperstands, McDonalds-like restaurants through which Xanadu 
can be accessed is represented by Kitzmann as proof that Nelson is a 
traditionalist that is stuck in the bourgeois model of society. Working within 
the narrative of postmodernist critique, he scanned Nelson’s work for racism 
and paternalism, and decries Nelson for designing his system around the 
ideal of the white, middle class nuclear family. 196  This is a curious 
interpretation of the life of a man who only very late in life admits to a stable 
monogamous relation and even forcibly preached against the traditional 
family ideal.197 However, as with Bush, he is right in his assessment that the 
characteristic personality and strident prose of Nelson makes him a perfect 
candidate for canonization in computer history.198 
By his own admittance the young Nelson, fresh out of college, hoped 
to be a modern-day Renaissance man. The listed aspects of this dream 
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appear more Florentine than Franklin; most of them lie well within the 
domain of the arts. But the days of the universal genius were, as he soon 
understood, long gone: to make any waves in any field required a full-time 
determination. This realization can’t be described as a humbling experience, 
because rather than hoping to become a renaissance man himself, he now 
set his sights to start a new Renaissance.199 This Renaissance should not be 
understood as a rebirth of the collective. ‘Most people are fools, the first of 
his four maxims, puts him closer to Bush than Engelbart in his outlook. 
Another apostle of the individual, he places the individual creative genius at 
the center of his design. Nelson could have coined the well-worn locution 
that ‘Symphonies and sculptures aren’t the work of a committee’.  
F.C.S. Schiller’s concept of the animal naturaliter Vaticana makes 
reappearance in Geeks Bearing Gifts; Nelson specifically equates the current 
state of the computer world to the ossified structure of religious authority. 
The Protestant, Anticatholic strain in American thinking surfaces here 
again; Nelson explicitly connects the hierarchical (file) systems of the 
Windows and Unix-based operating systems with the organization of the 
Catholic Church and the subsequent culture submission to a higher 
authority; consequently, he takes the Reformation as a great example how a 
system of power and a knowledge monopoly can be challenged. In candid 
style, he contrasts this with the (Greek) polytheism, in which the gods are 
‘celebrities with different powers, among whom you can shop around for 
favors.’200 On a slightly tangential note, Nelson’s personal friend Timothy 
Leary, the fabled counterculture guru and LSD advocate, expounded upon 
this theme is his bundle of essays ‘Chaos and Cyberculture’, calling the 
digital revolution a return to the chaotic, free and ultimately more 
humanistic, Greek system.201  
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Unlike many other ardent activists for social change Nelson sticks 
close to the American capitalist ideal. Just as wary of big corporations and 
government committees as Bush was in his day Nelson expresses a similar 
appreciation for the individual inventor en entrepreneur. Only privately 
held capital can set the individual artist or thinker free. ‘Howard Hughes 
could do anything he damn well pleased.’ This capitalist thinking lies at the 
basis at his consummate interest in royalties and copyright. Rather than 
other founding fathers of the digital world that saw the true calling of the 
web in the free availability of all (academic) knowledge, such as Richard 
Stallman, Nelson contends that publishing is and always has been a 
commercial, capitalist venture; having proprietary funds, authors and 
publishers are free from involvement of corporate or government backers. 202 
Writing roughly twenty years before the Elmauer Rede, Nelson 
prefigured Sloterdijk’s observation that humanism was to become a 
subculture instead of the culture of the elite when he entitled a chapter of 
Literary Machines ‘Toward a Subculture of the Intellect’. Unlike Sloterdijk 
Nelson sees this emergence of a subculture not as a process of an unhappy, 
accidental repression of the humanist practice to the margins of society, but 
as an intentional move. ‘Cults do not just happen. They are constructed. If 
they become successful, it is through careful planning and insight about 
what works.’203 This view is largely shaped by his experience in California in 
the heady days of the 70’s and 80’s, when all kinds of cults settled on the 
West Coast, preaching anything from sexual revolution, hamburgerized 
Buddhist enlightenment and the Apocalypse from the Book of Revelations. 
As Markoff shows in his book What the Dormouse Said a great many 
computer pioneers belonged to one cult or another, and if they didn’t, at 
least lived in one of the many communes that sprang up at the same time. 
Nelson drifted in and out of some of these circles; amongst his personal 
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friends was Timothy Leary and, more interested in venereal than divine 
matters, was involved with several of the sexual revolution cults.  
Being a participant observer Nelson actively solicited the creation of 
‘A national corps of peripatetic smarties’, a Xanadu Hypercorps, to be the 
vanguard of the knowledge revolutions. Much like the new profession of 
Trailblazers in the original AWMT article these smart people would be the 
guides, librarians and chief contributers to the Xanadu system. 
‘Like good woodsmen they will have a sense of the trails and byways of the 
territories to be explored. And like academics they will have a personal love 
for one or more topics that they will watch and study in their free time on the 
system’204 
Rather than highly educated adults, as Engelbart foresaw, Nelson placed his 
faith in children and young adults; in his experience young minds were 
much more apt to move with the fast moving tides of the networked world. 
Considering how the tech revolution brought out the new archetype of the 
boy genius that compiles the next killer app in his parent’s attic, Nelson’s 
observation was quite astute. Nelson contrasts this fast and loose set of 
young, smart generalists with the ‘hoary and stuffy’ intellectual 
establishment of the academic world, bringing to bear Herman Hesse’s 
parody of the reduction of the exchange of generalist knowledge to a highly 
abstract game played only by an elite incrowd, Das Glasperlenspiel. No cult 
without a magister ludi or a visionary leader to design the principles and 
move the herd forward; it’s not hard to imagine who was to play the part of 
Joseph Knecht in the story of Xanadu.  
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5.4  Wright, Griffiths, Disney, Gutenberg 
‘I wanted to be the Gutenberg medium that only I had imagined. And the Griffith 
and the Disney. Especially the Gutenberg. 
 
‘Little did I know that Gutenberg had gone bankrupt.’205  
 
To this date, no fully deployed, workable Xanadu system has emerged, not 
even in limited use amongst a specific target audience. Only a few drawings, 
simulations and un-editable websites have come out, plus a few packages of 
code written by third party developers. Some ideas, like the now ubiquitous 
‘back’ button in the web browser have caught on and a generation of 
developers got all kinds of ideas from Computer Lib/Dream Machines and 
Literary machines, but to Nelson, inspiration is not enough: the 
balkanization of his ideas into a myriad of different programs, websites and 
apps is exactly the thing he wanted to prevent in the first place. ‘I was here 
first and it got all wrong’, he laments in his autobiography.206 Although 
several historians and classicists have explored hypertext in several varieties, 
actual use remains limited. As this paper proves the practice of paper 
simulation is alive and well even though its demise was predicted over half a 
century ago; interesting enough, we are as far removed from Vannevar Bush 
as he was from the institution of the modern system of academic journals 
and the emergence of the first reference standards, yet all the technological 
revolutions largely failed to penetrate the academy. Rather than switching to 
a new generalized system - the current journal system can be understood as 
a generalized system - researchers explore the digital domain mostly as part 
of the Digital Humanities, developing research tools and aides that are still 
subservient to the paper output of books and journals. An academic’s 
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performance is still measured in his output in books and articles in paper 
journals rather than in contributions to a larger hypertext.  
The tragedy of Nelson’s life is that he tries to combine a mission of 
liberating the individual from the masses that is like Bush’s relief of the 
creative individual in spirit, but is bound to Engelbarts reality in the sense 
that the development and deployment of his system is an impossible task 
without the involvement of a large and effectively organized team. Seeing 
himself more as a director, in charge of creative control, Nelson’s life reads 
as an endless litany of clashes with academics and people in the computer 
industry. Sad breaks with lovers and family members, bitter feuds with 
members of the academic establishment and constant conflict with business 
backers has left an entire catalog of failed projects and acres of half-baked 
code. Without the machinery of software giants like Microsoft or Adobe his 
complex projects never seem to be able to keep up with technology, too. 
Only in 2014 some of his vision of Xanadu came to fruition, with a limited 
in-browser demonstration of his parallel textface and intricate linking 
system. Amongst technology watchers of The Economist, following his 
rambling itinerary through the computer world for almost fifty years, a sigh 
of relief was heard.207  
Nelson still intends to win, but the window is closing fast. Already 14 
years ago Roy Rozenzweig, analyzing the use of Xanadu-inspired hypertext 
systems for historians, concluded that Nelson’s unified vision went terribly 
awry; instead of a single system the “history Web” was balkanized in several 
provinces: the publicly searchable, and available, but not professionally 
organized ‘amateur’ sites of enthusiasts and local hobbyists; the very 
expensive databases maintained by academic publishers (searchable, but 
only through proprietary engines, and only accessible to rich institutional 
libraries; the publicly funded digital archives (such as those of national 
libraries), searchable and accessible, but limited to material in the public 
                                            
207 G. F., ‘A Kubla Khan-do attitude’, The Economist - Babbage (2014) 
<http://www.economist.com/blogs/babbage/2014/06/famously-late>. 
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domain; corporate sites of dubious historical veracity, mainly presenting the 
choice bits from history as exaggerated entertainment. Fifteen years later, 
little traction has been achieved. The archives have only exponentially 
deepened with successive waves of digitalization, but have not been 
successfully integrated.208    
The closest living relative of the Xanadu project is Wikipedia. Here, a 
carefully guarded, spontaneously generated ‘Hyper Corps’ of editors keep a 
close watch on the collective editing of millions of pages, many of them on 
subjects of interest to the historian. The blue links carving an endless path 
through the archives are perfectly suited for curious ‘butterfly minds’ like 
Nelson’s for an endless chase for new knowledge and trivia.209 By his own 
admission, Nelson spends hours a day trying to read it all. 210  It is also 
interesting to note that the MediaWiki engine, powering the site, supports 
transclusions as well as versioning and a change log; parallel textfaces and 
bidirectional, two dimensional links still remain to be implemented. Still, 
Wikipedia is not seen as a full alternative to established historical practices. 
Despite the fact that most every historical enquiry nowadays begins with a 
quick scan of Wikipedia, citing and linking to Wikipedia is still suspect, 
because of the little faith academic establishment places in the public 
editing features.  
                                            
208 Rosenzweig, ‘The Road to Xanadu’. 
209 And a great pitfall for graduate students trying to complete a MA thesis. 
210 Ted Nelson interview by Gardner Campbell, Virginia Commonwealth University, (2014) 
<https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fd9l8RmRe1M&feature=youtube_gdata_player> 
[geraadpleegd 18 januari 2015]. 
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6  Conclusion 
The survey of the practical implementations of the works of Bush, Engelbart 
and Nelson read like a collection of broken dreams. The elegant visions of 
the original authors for the future practice of the historian have only been 
implemented in a brutalized, corporate way by means of a gaudy, chaotic, 
balkanized cabal of half-broken software with many gates and hedges 
between the sources. Consequently, the historians, or rather, those 
humanists that write history rather than social scientists operating on a 
larger timescale, are still stuck with the output methods from the 19th 
century, the journal paper and the book. Given a sense of false progress by 
an expansion of the speed and breadth with which the heuristic and 
editorial process is conducted, a real improvement of the output of the 
historian has been postponed: the academic world is still locked in the white 
rectangle of paper, or even worse, of the glass cage of paper simulation 
enforced by Microsoft Word and Adobe’s PDF format.  
 Despite the sorry state of implementation, the life and work of the 
persons described in this paper have many interesting connections to the 
tradition of humanism. Of the three men, Bush is unsuited for a 
‘posthumous baptism’ – to borrow the phrase from the Mormons - into 
humanism on account of his stance on the humanities. Engelbart has been 
claimed as a humanist, but as Belinda Barnet shows, his humanism is 
different from the classical, liberal humanist tradition because in his works 
language and culture are placed outside the person. Only Nelson is what 
might be called a true humanist, and a romantic one at that who purposely 
seeks membership of the elite circle of great humanists through the ages. 
Despite this paltry score in terms of identification the characteristic 
elements of a humanist conviction are present. All three men recognize the 
existence of a free will; Bush in a very traditional, almost Christian sense in 
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which the free will is bestowed upon us by a higher power; Engelbart, 
because of his belief in the agency over the H/LAM-T system and Nelson on 
account of his philosophy with human freedom and human creativity at its 
center.  
 The same unity is found on the question of whether man is a 
Ζωον λογικον. The most interesting position is taken by Bush, who goes as 
far as to claim that the chemical composition of life is fully replicable by 
science, but that the extra part – consciousness and a free will that makes us 
stand out from this constellation of chemicals – must come from somewhere 
else. In Engelbart’s system the thing that sets us apart from the beasts in the 
field and the birds in the sky is not a special place in creation, but our H-
LAM/T system, which could be seen as an elaborated version of the ratio. As 
always, Nelson is the one that sticks the closest to the traditional humanist 
line, again by placing the creative and rational capabilities of mankind as the 
focus of his attention, whilst at the same time being fully aware of our 
animal urges. 
 On the topic of the Bildungsideal, all men clearly believe in the 
betterment and edification of people through education. The three share a 
common distaste for the current school system, especially lamenting the 
process in which natural curiosity in students is stifled by the grouped 
movement through a curriculum of neatly defined subjects in which the 
average intelligence of the group defines the pace. Of course, being 
exceptionally intelligent and highly curious people, this element of their 
systems designs should be taken more as an autobiographic element rather 
than aimed at the general audience. Bush and Nelson, being brash and 
combative minds, express this more than the gentle Engelbart. The other 
difference between Engelbart and the rest is that he saw computers as 
instruments, which need diligent study, and many hours of training to 
unlock their full potential, whilst Bush and Nelson held that the systems 
ought to be used intuitively.  
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  The work of the authors also converges with the currents in the 
specific American strain of humanism, although conformity to an American 
ideal of the uomo univerale is only reserved for Bush. The most important 
comparison is between the philosophy of F.C.S. Schiller and the, perhaps 
inspired by Protestantism, aversion against the Vaticanization of knowledge 
in a single, central authority (either run by the government or by the private 
sector). All three systems of though depend on decentralized, user-
modifiable systems that primarily work from the perspective of the 
individual user as the generator of knowledge in the system.  
 Wholly American in spirit is the struggle to define the place of the 
computer user between the masses and the individual, with the American 
ideal of a closely kit community as an uneasy truce between the two. This 
division is neatly represented in the historical record. After Bush the road 
forks into the path of Engelbart and the path of Nelson, the first being 
aimed at the amelioration of the collective and the second at the liberation 
of the individual. The division in society between educated subcultures and 
the masses, as posed by Sloterdijk, is also perfectly traceable though the 
writings of Bush, Engelbart and Nelson, with Bush actively encouraging the 
emergence of a technocratic elite and Nelson hoping for a ‘Hyper Corps of 
peripatetic smarties’. Only Engelbart believes in a certain – perhaps naïve – 
universality of his methods to improve the H-LAM/T system.   
 Pouvons-nous redonner sense au mot ‘Humanisme’ dans le monde digital? 
Most certainly the great ‘chain letter’ of humanist thought has never been as 
accessible before, with all the works of all the great humanists before the 
20th century freely available on line in a multitude of translations. Adding a 
friend on facebook is just about as easy as becoming part of 
Befreundungsmotiv, or even slightly easier; Erasmus doesn’t need to accept 
your ‘friend request’ to read his works. Consequently, work of the historian 
has become far easier since the days of quills and dusty tomes: on-line text 
editing aides, automatic cloud-based software for reference tracking and 
24/7 communication at the speed of light have greatly sped up the historic 
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practice. The digital version of the Loeb Classical Library or the Perseus 
project are unprecedented tools for classicist scholarship. Better guarded, 
but still accessible through paywalls, is a great deal of scholarship on these 
works, for example in the JSTOR database. These initiatives are, however, 
small islands in a swirling sea of vulgar content: blatant e-consumerism, 
pornography, misinformed hate speech on social media and gaudy games 
swamp thoughtful and enriching content. Raising the individual from the 
masses through communicative technology, as Bush and Nelson intended, 
has therefore by and large been a failure, because, rather than leaving the 
mass behind, the new technologies have brought the masses with them to 
the new world. Huge swathes of the population now carry smartphones that 
contain all the wisdom of the ancients, all the renaissance poetry and all the 
great works of the Enlightenment at just a click away only to use it for banal 
games and trivial messages. Seen this way, humanism online is much like 
humanism in the real world: small islands of contemplation, reason and 
beauty in a seething mass of dreary, boring, vulgar, stupid, chaotic and 
violent humanity.  
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